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UFOs Are Not What You Think  

Blowing the Whistle on UFOlogy 

By  

Kenneth John Parsons 

 

 

"Disclosure can never happen because of the primitive, backward religious 

views held by huge populations on this earth. All of the social systems we 

operate, and especially capitalism would be in serious trouble overnight if the 

truth about alien existence and us, were to be divulged. This has always been 

the biggest issue for those in control of the information. The truth is, we 

simply can't handle it.  

Disinformation has been necessary to counter the threat of the Internet and 

that has to continue. The vast majority reading this comment, haven't really 

grasped the true significance of Alien disclosure.  

Everything you know about yourself, your life, and reality is wrong."  

A quote by James Hunt 
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The Study of Phenomena Not Subject to Conventional Scientific Laws 

“95% of the observable universe is still unknown”; that’s a quote from Fabiola 

Gianotti, the Director General of CERN – (Conseil Européen pour la Recherche 

Nucléaire", or European Council for Nuclear Research, a world-class 

fundamental physics research organization) during a presentation to staff at the 

World Economic Forum.  

Just trying to get one’s thoughts around the scale of that ‘observable’ universe, 

(93 billion light years in diameter according to current estimations) is difficult 

enough; yet, what is not commonly stated, is there are many other universes too, 

alternate universes, or worlds, a larger reality, not just our own! 

When it comes to extra-scientific phenomena such as UFOs and the Paranormal, 

science alone will not respond directly to our questions, but it will give us 

inklings every so often… the odd info-morsel when they feel like it.  

Here is one I heard just recently: March 23, 2021 news flash - physicists have 

found new evidence for a mysterious 5th force of nature. It could be the bridge 

between dark matter and the visible universe. Matthew McCullough, a 

theoretical physicist at the European Organization for Nuclear Research 

(CERN) said it could "take us beyond our current understanding of nature". 

They call it X17 — a reference to its unique mass. 

When I caught this rare announcement, I nearly fell off my chair with shock, as 

luckily, such a discovery may well tie in with some of the things I am covering 

in this book! 

What else do they know? Each of us has the right to request information from 

any publicly funded body, but that doesn’t mean we will get answers.  

Why so cynical? I remember the time back in 2015, I made a Freedom of 

Information request concerning a silver disc that was seen over the London 

Borough of Bexley. What made this even more extraordinary, a Police chopper, 

which had obviously been sent up to investigate, was observed hovering within 

just yards of this object! 

It was a very strong case with several other witnesses to the aerial event.  

Do you think I ever got a reply? Did I eck as like - as they say up North!  

As far as Britain is concerned, Freedom of Information is just an illusion that 

everything is open and above board; it’s not and it stinks. 
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Request anything too sensitive and you will be blanked.  

However, if enough pressure from large numbers or the right people is applied – 

then yes, maybe, you’ll get what you’re after – albeit in a redacted form. 

For those at the top, there are no financial or custodial penalties for failure to 

provide information on request or for failure to publish information.  

Some share a mild hunger for knowledge, while critical thinkers like us are 

totally driven by it, eating, breathing and sleeping this passion every minute.  

Whether just a little peckish or ravenous, more information about our 

surroundings is surely the goal of every man woman and school-aged child on 

this planet; but I am afraid we are not being told everything. 

The best evidence suggests we are not getting the full picture on many scores.  

There is far more to this reality than is being taught by mainstream science, 

shown in the media or proclaimed by the church and state. 

We will get back to this a little later. 

Hi, my name is Kenneth John Parsons and I am the co-chairman of BEAMS – 

The British Earth & Aerial Mysteries Society. 

As a public group, BEAMS was established in 1991; yet as private investigators 

we have been around far longer than that.   

I am not a mason, member of the Illuminati or any other secretive order.  

I do question the standard narrative on UFOs; I suppose one might call me a 

conspiracy realist – not a ‘conspiracy theorist’, that is just a manipulative 

control term; but first and foremost, I am a dedicated author/researcher of both 

UFOs and the paranormal. 

I have never spoken publicly about this before, but I will say it now, once in a 

while I get flashbacks of my having had UFO sightings as a child! 

All of which makes me pretty old I guess, 65 at the time of writing to be 

precise; some may call that ‘old’ – but you’re only as old as you feel.  

Along the way, I have met too many whose minds are strictly bound by the 

mental straight jackets of Ph.D.’s; and being a student of esoterica for most of 

my adult life, I always saw a big problem with such university brain washing; 
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however, there are other more free-thinking academics that I have come to 

admire, who are striking the right chord with me. 

They regularly hit the bullseye of truth in what they say - and it is people like 

that who I will reference from time-to-time.    

Both my partner and I are still most active, and we regularly get our hands dirty 

conducting in-field investigation - sky watching and other UFOlogical research. 

And this study can be ‘dirty’ itself, in more ways than one. 

From being out in some ploughed field when it suddenly pours down with rain 

and having to traipse back to the car way in the distance; to learning of the 

bullcrap spouted by fellow associates, who have disappointed us so much in our 

beloved subject, that their dishonest antics have near broken our hearts at times. 

Such off-putting people and situations, plus knowing what I feel is a greater 

truth concerning UFOs and The Paranormal, prompted me to write what is 

basically a tell-all book. 

It contains everything that I have noted about Ufology, from the good, the bad 

to the downright ugly… not in any particular order though. 

Forced Changes Big and Small, Are Here to Stay 

Poll after poll shows that the average person is afraid to speak their mind in 

public anymore. 

The age we are currently living in is the ‘new normal’ – society has been ‘reset’ 

by our controllers; freedom of speech is becoming a thing of the past; we are 

unlikely to return to what many of us once knew as ‘normal’; those days it 

would seem, are dead and gone, no matter how much we may kid ourselves 

otherwise, heads buried in the sand; they have tightened their psychological grip 

and got us all right where they want us – under the thumb. 

Next generations born into the wake of the ‘pandemic’ will not know any better. 

Filled with uncertainty and insecurity, we are all inmates of an open prison, 

(with some time-off for good behaviour) and always will be, whenever they 

want to lock us up and eventually let us out again. 

They call it ‘lockdown’ - the original dictionary definition of which is “the 

confinement of prisoners to their cells for a prolonged period of time, usually as 

a security measure following a disturbance; the point at which such confinement 

begins. Also, in the context of a psychiatric hospital or other secure unit.” 

More like ‘lock up’ I would say. 
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As I write these words, we all need a “reasonable excuse” for leaving home 

under the government’s Coronavirus regulations. Physical limitation bound by 

law is one thing, but enslavement of the mind isn’t so easy for our authoritarian 

state to enforce; this can be overcome; whether the situation is ‘pandemic or 

post ‘pandemic’; existent virus or not, we must break free of our mental 

shackles.  

So, I feel that the time is right to shatter all the unadvertised rules, divulge my 

awareness and suspicions, and try to make sense of it all using some well-

founded, but little discussed pioneering philosophies. 

Included in the aforementioned are my accusations and pet hates. 

Documented evidence suggests that something most unusual is happening in our 

skies and all around us... developments for which our teachers, religions, 

political leaders, textbook physics and even our media outlets, provide no 

proper answers. 

“The Past Was Erased, The Erasure Was Forgotten, The Lie Became the Truth.” 

- George Orwell 

Sorry, This Page Isn't Available Anymore! 

What about the good old internet I hear you cry? I find it’s OK, to an extent, but 

even there I notice a form of policing is going on – regulating what you can and 

cannot discover. 

While certain pages no longer exist, Google’s algorithms, (the complex system 

used to retrieve data from its searches) ensures other items of extreme 

importance are deeply buried.  

In recent years, they have made certain things less accessible… harder to find. 

I have even come across buried pages of UFO interest that have been laced with 

a PUP virus, to which I have been alerted by my antivirus protection program.  

Silencing, by filtering out data with which they disagree; amongst users it is 

termed ‘shadow banning’ or ‘stealth banning’.  

Naturally, when pressed, those running the show will deny that such practices 

take place – but they do, and research shows it’s widespread across most major 

internet services.  

Let us think about this for a moment. 
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Just try a general search for a minor-league UFO video on YouTube, and you 

will note how the first 20, 30, 40, 50, 60 maybe 70 results are typically 

irrelevant, X-File-ish, kid’s videos of drone-flying, or overblown click bait 

affairs - usually featuring the same old faces and tired, often invalidated cases. 

Clearly, YouTube’s search algorithms do not deliver precisely what YOU want 

– only what THEY want you to see… in the main, light-hearted and/or 

monetised presentations. 

If you’re lucky – the vid that you are after will be buried many, many dozens of 

results down the line. They are deliberately making specific types of content 

virtually undiscoverable to everyone except the person who posted it. 

As a test, try their search box for a nice piece of UFO footage on our own YT 

channel beamsinvestigations1 that we uploaded 5 years ago; despite it being 

heavily tagged with all the appropriate search words, this video is located under 

countless inappropriate offerings; and unless one had the actual address for this, 

which incidentally is…  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=prJq9twkC8o&ab_channel=beamsinvestiga

tions1 

…or details of our channel page, the average person would simply not have the 

patience to find this very neat clip. 

YT and other social media platforms are using what is called Behavioural 

Surveillance; this is performed by ‘bots’ in the ongoing systematic collection, 

analysis, and interpretation of behavioural data relevant to understanding what 

people are searching for; which is all very well when hunting for general 

matters, but their performance leaves one wondering how they have been 

programmed to behave for more serious topics. 

I have noticed also that our view count on conspiracy videos actually decreases 

within a few days of upload.  

I call it ’putting the brakes on’. 

As my qualms suggest - it’s all rigged; when it comes to anything they don’t 

like or approve of, or if they consider something ‘borderline’, (despite it 

adhering to all their ridiculous, official rules) YT, Google and other big tech 

giants are operating a form of censorship, in that they do not automatically give 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=prJq9twkC8o&ab_channel=beamsinvestigations1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=prJq9twkC8o&ab_channel=beamsinvestigations1
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the user what they are after – only what THEY want you to see; if it still exists, 

one has to dig deep for anything worthwhile. 

Try to air your opinions about this and you will be met by either a wall of 

silence, or lame excuses. 

Share what you think? - you can’t; most online reporting services such as 

‘Microsoft News’, no longer publish public comment. Too many negative 

outpourings coming from enraged readers. There’s no easy way of getting 

around the fact that social debate is steadily being supressed and/or re-shaped. 

You’re More Likely to Walk Free from Court if You’re Rich and Guilty – 

Than if You’re Poor and Innocent! 

To the ‘net’ again, make an effort to search for anything too obscure, (or on a 

more mundane level, scandals vis-à-vis the Royals, politicians, celebrities etc) 

and you might be surprised at how little you can find. 

Because now, under the Court of Justice of the European Union, certain users, 

(usually meaning those with influence) have the right to ‘ask’ search engines 

like Google to remove results for queries which include a person's name; that is 

but one example.  

This can mean those in power, the rich and famous, now have the capability of 

getting their digital footprint totally erased… ‘the right to be forgotten’ as it is 

termed; meanwhile back in the real world, the average person has less of a 

chance to protect themselves in this way and may only get shuffled down the 

search algorithm if they’re lucky... money talks! 

This removal of ‘names’ law has now given the censors free reign; but I submit 

that such ‘policing of the net goes further. Whenever it comes to certain data 

that our ‘leaders’ do not want you to see, (legitimate facts that someone on-high 

doesn’t like, especially anything which might upset social or political issues) 

then guess what happens? Deleted, disguised, or hidden… simple-as; either that, 

or it was never added to the global computer network in the first place! 

The rapid redefinition of common terms/words/expressions is another clever 

ruse that is being used as regards search engines. Words are redefined to what 

some want them to mean; almost overnight, they now have a narrow, broad, or 

completely different meaning than the real, original definition! 
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Don’t believe it? then do some comparisons between a new Merriam-Webster 

dictionary, and that from a year or two ago; you may be shocked at how words 

are being cleverly turned inside-out to have alternative meanings; or, as it will 

be said no doubt, ‘modernised’. 

As a consequence, if words in a dictionary have recently had their meaning 

altered, or ‘modernised’, then information becomes increasingly more difficult 

to locate.  

Yes, the English language slowly changes over time, it evolves, but I see this 

happening at an alarming, unnatural rate; to my mind it is virtual sanitization 

and censorship when words are ‘reimagined’ to mean something entirely 

different than they do… or did the last time we looked. 

Sadly, that's how these pants on fire merchants work; and its completely legal 

too, because they either ARE the law – or are employed by them! 

American politician, diplomat, and geopolitical consultant who served as United 

States Secretary of State and National Security Advisor under the presidential 

administrations of Richard Nixon and Gerald Ford, once described 99.99% of 

the human population as ‘useless eaters’ - a nod to the idea of a reduced world 

population for higher sustainability.  

Hard to believe isn’t it? but if one carefully reads the signs it will be discovered, 

this is how we are considered by the ruling minority; as unworthy ‘subjects’, not 

deserving of the answers to the biggest secrets; that is the privilege of just a 

powerful ‘few’. 

It is uncertain whether every act of sabotage inflicted on BEAMS throughout 

the years can be attributed to ‘them’ or some other insecure individuals, but 

both myself and my partner have also nearly been ‘taken out’ or warned-off, in 

the form of apparent attempts on our lives. 

There have also been several hacking attacks on our website and email 

addresses. 

Whoever was responsible for this, it is quite miraculous how we have survived 

to tell the tale, emerged through it all, and are still, (for now anyway) able to get 

serious facts out to the public. 
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We must have rattled someone’s cage; and that may be because we get straight 

to the point regarding the existence of not only UFOs, but the possibility of an 

afterlife and about other important fields of knowledge as well.  

I guess some people get a bit edgy about what we report – especially anything 

which has religious and/or political connotations. 

Across the years I have studied terabytes of digital files and thousands of 

written testimonies; now, it can be stated with confidence that after eliminating 

mistaken identity cases… 

[Misidentification - we find that the most commonly misidentified shapes in our 

skies are those of planes, helicopters, drones, illuminated sky lanterns, 'night' 

LED kites, mylar 'party' balloons, (in the form of letters, numbers etc) 

astronomical objects/events, pyrotechnic air displays, circus advertising 

spotlights, (which are projected into the sky). Then we have internal window 

reflections, (which are a right pane!) birds and bugs; and last, but not least in the 

'great mix-up stakes', are unwanted defects in photographs caused by optical 

aberrations.] 

…the finest reports we receive fall into one of the following categories: 

Based on our own studies, and set out below in order of likelihood, are what I 

suggest that the best UFO sightings actually involve: 

• Atmospheric forces, working in league with favourable geo-magnetic 

energies emanating from the planet’s core. (‘officially recognised 

phenomena’, ‘photographic documentation’, ‘known history’). 

• High-level inorganic crypto entities - advanced? (‘photographic 

documentation’, ‘speculative provenance’, ‘material structure unknown’). 

• Proto entities, primitive aerial lifeforms; giant, but short-lived amoeboid- 

type crypto creatures. (‘photographic documentation’, ‘material structure 

unknown’, ‘speculative provenance’). 

• X-Dimensional forms/apparitions/crypto 'visitors' - lesser to highly 

advanced/divine? (‘photographic documentation’, ‘material structure 

unknown’, ‘speculative provenance’). 

• Off-planet objects/craft/intelligences - technologically advanced.  

(‘photographic documentation’, ‘material structure unknown’, 

‘speculative provenance’). 

http://www.beamsinvestigations.org/The%20X-Dimensional%20Self.pdf
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And it is the X-Dimensional and crypto/creature/visitor side of things that I will 

be mainly exploring in this book. 

It goes without saying really that the occasional false claim can get in the way, 

made by people for whatever reason, (perhaps those with vivid imaginations) 

but these are easily spotted and will be quickly flagged. 

I can say this with the utmost confidence, both as a witness myself, along with 

my partner, plus the many good people we are surrounded by… there is 

unquestionably something of great consequence going on; as evidenced by our 

BEAMS archive http://www.beamsinvestigations.org/ufo-reports.html where 

stacks of thought-provoking pictures & videos of UFOs are submitted to us and 

displayed on our report site every year. 

Mostly taken by amateur photographers, these are captures of phenomena that 

are 'alien' to our understanding; the majority can't be identified or rationalised 

by our current, outdated, aeronautical and scientific knowledge.   

B.E.A.M.S. - Preserving the Social History of UFO Sightings 

BEAMS takes nothing for granted; all submissions are carefully examined; 

and it doesn't matter a bit whether photos etc are blurred; as in the case of 

UFOs, practically every genuine picture we have ever examined has been fuzzy 

- (which is often to do with the electromagnetic energy fields surrounding these 

objects) so that can't be helped; we are far more focused on interest of content 

and authenticity. Every submission is most welcome and greatly 

appreciated; we respect real UFO photographs for what they are... items of 

scientific importance. 

The trouble with UFOs is that (a) often they are NOT seen/noticed at the time 

and may be inadvertently captured as still images when photographing 

something else; (b) when they ARE seen, these objects rarely hang around long 

enough for anyone to get a good snap of them; and (c) whenever someone is 

lucky enough to capture a UFO photograph, the resulting image is nearly 

always blurred. 

Conclusion... securing decent visual evidence for the subject is no easy task; 

that old saying is true – sometimes in this life we really can't win!  

Little wonder why it is, that so many UFOlogists simply give up trying to 

convince anyone about the reality of unidentified flying objects - full stop. 

http://www.beamsinvestigations.org/ufo-reports.html
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The UFO phenomenon has occurred throughout recorded human history, 

and Ufology, (the investigation of unidentified flying objects by people who 

believe that these things may be of extraordinary origin) is truly a marvellous 

subject to be involved in. 

The only caveat I would add to my praise is, while I find the subject matter 

awe-inspiring, there is a development that I don’t like at all; I see it as a massive 

problem; it involves the fraudulence of prominent figures within; not all by any 

means, but enough to have created an unpleasant atmosphere in what was once, 

a welcoming, ‘alternative’ environment. 

In my experience as a UFO researcher, I would say that its almost guaranteed, 

somewhere in the world, maybe as most of us are asleep, some kind of 

unexplainable activity will be occurring.  

As might be guessed, this could be happening at high altitude, or lower level, or 

even an alien intrusion in a person’s home. 

This isn’t me just being dramatic either, I’ve seen these things with my own 

eyes many times – and so has my partner. 

One of the reasons I am glad that we have our own database of archived 

material at BEAMS is, at least every case here has undergone rigorous checking 

and declared reliable. 

There is so much computer trickery around that verified, authentic evidence is 

so hard to come by; the poor-old public never know quite what they are looking 

at these days. 

We also have to keep an eye on some of the leading figures in our subject, 

(highly suspect ones I might add) who are rumoured to be deliberately 

withholding evidence; these would be privately paid for suppressing anything 

that is deemed extra-special; those who work for both sides shall we say. 

UFO personalities/presenters whose motivations are purely financial reward 

and/or acclaim. 

That old adage keep your friends close and your enemies closer, comes to mind. 

The overall feeling I’m getting is, the truth regarding UFOs isn’t supposed to 

be publicly told to the likes of you and me, only a phoney narrative… and 

even that comes at a price! 

This is undoubtedly the reason why one never learns very much from those 

Alien/UFO, (this, that and the other) TV documentaries which are offered up 

for our televisual delight. 
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As regards UFO commentary, I get the distinct impression the notion behind 

what have been dubbed ‘state-sponsored’ channels, is not to educate, but to 

misinform the viewer; to give them a false impression… muddy the waters 

about what is really going on. 

It’s not all about visuals, witness testimony can be equally important; but on 

these American showcases for advertising, (where ads are thrust at us every 10 

minutes) we are never presented with or told anything worthwhile. 

UFO Suckumentaries 

We are led to believe the so-called UFO ‘experts’ employed on these 

programmes, (many of whom are not even in-field researchers, or even sky 

watchers come to that… but plausible ‘showmen’) are using their experience to 

scrutinize testimonies of other people’s encounters with unidentified flying 

objects; yet its easy to tell, they are reading from an autocue, (posed speaking 

from different angles to make it look more natural) and every few paragraphs or 

so in their narrative, the use of the clichés ‘extra-terrestrial’ and ‘craft’ is quite 

predictable.  

If like me, the more discerning viewer will have become bored by these ghastly 

presentations; at the excessive amount of CGI posing as some kind of evidence, 

the monotonous ‘classified/declassified’ document stuff, that dreadful tic-tac 

footage, (and similar) and how, hardly anything of importance is ever shown. 

Notable also, is the lack of serious debate or convincing witnesses. 

But what gets my goat the most, only very rarely do these episodes feature cases 

from the UK, outside of the done-to-death Rendlesham Forest, (supposed) 

‘UFO landing’… yawn! 

I get a feeling about these programmes, that they are designed to be entertaining 

rather than informative; and all this talk of ‘extra-terrestrials’ is a ploy to deflect 

from another interpretation, thus leading the gullible astray.  

Suspicions are raised because the real evidence-McCoy, (almost smoking gun 

status) definitely exists - and good witnesses are not that difficult to come by 

either; although I suppose, the truth wouldn’t be palatable for everyone; in 

addition, there is a chance that our controllers believe there are some things 

we, (the mugs, as they must see us as) are not meant to know; but 

nonetheless, I’m going to tell the reader what I think those ‘things’ are. 

For instance, privately, I have been shown actual photographic evidence taken 

on farmland, at a distance, of an alien-type creature crouching over a freshly 

mutilated cow; it disturbed me just looking at it; yet I’m sure that most who 
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watch the likes of Nat Geo, The History Channel and Sky, are broad-minded 

enough to handle the more graphic in nature, so why hasn’t this type of ‘real 

deal’ ever been exhibited on TV?  

The government-constrained Bunkum Broadcasting Corporation are the worst.  

Allegations that they lack impartial and objective journalism are regularly made 

by observers on both the left and the right of the political spectrum.  

It is patently obvious, the BBC doesn’t take unidentified flying object 

phenomena the least bit seriously, because over the last 20 years or so, (unless I 

missed something) this outfit has screened nothing meaningful about our subject 

- period! 

And when they have, (one past blue moon ago) - what do you think their 

approach has been? You’re probably already ahead of me on that score; yes, the 

use of smug presenters who speak with a sarcastic tone, obvious cases of 

misidentification and hoaxes; for all intents and purposes one big chuckle… a 

piss take!  

The lily-livered there simply go along with it, too s**t-scared of being 

ostracised, or even losing their jobs, shunned by other broadcasters… 

effectively blacklisted, just for daring to challenge the official line! 

Whenever I sit through such a production, I notice the same-old derisory format, 

and it makes me feel like I’m watching a kids’ programme, they’re so 

patronising and basic!  

Numerous good video evidence of unidentified flying objects exists, captured 

on both still and movie, some of which will be found in this book; yet 

eccentrically, only the lowest grade is chosen for television; why might that be?  

Thank goodness the BEAMS archives contains better material than one ever 

gets to see on TV; but I would be the first to admit that even our collection 

could be improved; regrettably, other prime specimens that I am familiar with, 

are not ours to reproduce in any format. 

Example. Through various contacts I have made in this subject, I became 

acquainted with a person who owns some of this highly persuasive British 

evidence, which includes images of strange flying, floating, shape-shifting 

things, objects which are best described as apparitions; these include giant 

energy forms, or even crypto creatures; but unfortunately, (employing this 

‘investigators’ own words) ‘the situation regarding these images is not as 

straightforward as it might seem’. 
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Another way of putting it, the photographer who captured some incredible shots 

using motion-activated trail cameras secreted in certain UK locations, will not 

allow me to publish these, or any other UFO or alien photos of his; why so? he 

tells me that he is gradually forming an image library supplying photographs for 

books, magazines, television and online; he has an outlook that I personally do 

not agree with. 

Blowing the Whistle 

Money and ego taints and sullies serious UFO research. 

According to ‘him’, (as mentioned just now) the material will be made available 

– some time, one day; but the years have rolled on, and as yet still nothing; and 

there never will be I suspect, not unless it involves mega £$£$... money that I 

simply haven’t got; and even if I were to borrow this - what would be the point 

of publishing only for limited attention?  

Such evidence needs to be seen by an international audience. 

Time will tell, but life is short, and talk is cheap; needless to say, I have fallen 

out of favour with this person: I have no patience with such people, those, who, 

for their own reasons, will not share vital evidence - but who are quick to ask 

for ours to feature in their latest book, website or whatever – buckshee! 

This is the corruption of Ufology, the seedy side that few get to know about. 

I could even mention names, but the reason why I have carefully avoided doing 

so in my accusations, is that type of person would get a thrill in taking out legal 

action – and I am not giving them the satisfaction. 

Some make a very good living on the lecture circuit simply spouting complete 

fantasies; and the fabrications roll out of their mouths like bad politicians. 

In my opinion, anyone who misuses and/or rearranges UFO actuality, needs 

bringing to public attention.  

I am proud to say that as chairman of BEAMS – The British Earth & Aerial 

Mysteries Society, (first formed in 1991) I have NEVER charged a single penny 

for use of our imagery, nor begged for anything towards the hefty costs of 

running our organisation – or sought payment for my public speaking etc; no 

membership costs, no fees – nothing, nada.  

I simply do not agree with those who seek to boost their account balances, egos, 

and/or otherwise profit from our subject. 
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There are just too many people in this line of research who are out for fame and 

fortune. 

But although our ‘matey’ I mentioned earlier, does have some very good 

captures, and doesn’t want to freely share his gathered evidence, he, by no 

means, is the only ‘fish’ in the proverbial sea of Ufology; we have a vast 

evidence collection of our own. 

What you are reading is written from a personal perspective; my claims are 

influenced by what I have learned, and the awesome things that have happened 

to me and others, and which are still happening, (somewhere, some place… to 

somebody) as I author this paragraph. 

I cannot provide all of the answers to the UFO/Alien/Paranormal mysteries - but 

what I will do, is provide more than a few prime clues. 

Without wishing to come across as forceful, ‘extra-terrestrial’ shouldn't be the 

default explanation for weird stuff in the atmosphere. 

I am pretty sure from everything I’ve seen and experienced during our sky 

watches, that many of these objects and figures are interdimensional, 

multidimensional, call it what you will; as these unidentified aerial forms have 

been studied on more than one occasion, popping through from their world, into 

ours and back again, with consummate ease. 

The times I have heard people say something like I was standing outside having 

a smoke, and when I looked up, I saw this object just appear out of nowhere.  

What is that - if not a big clue in itself? 

Common sense argues against automatically jumping to the E.T. conclusion.  

Parallel universes would make more sense, with different physical constants and 

different laws.  

This is not necessarily an alternative to the extra-terrestrial hypothesis, (ETH) 

both could be true simultaneously.  

And I am not on my own having such opinions. 

The universe we live in may not be the only one out there. In fact, our universe 

could be just one of many cosmoses making up a "multiverse." 

There are a number of religions that speak about this, each using their own 

language terminology; for instance, many of the Hindu religion believe that 

there are 14 lokas, or worlds that make up a multiverse. They state that each of 

these dimensional planetary systems are inhabited. 
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Though the concept may stretch credulity, there's good physics behind it. And 

there's not just one way to get to a multiverse - numerous physics theories 

independently point to such a conclusion. In fact, some experts think the 

existence of hidden universes is more likely than not. 

Even a French secret services former director, categorically stated during an 

interview that UFOs are not quite what most people think. 

For the first time, the former head of the French Directorate-General for Foreign 

Security, (DGSE) an intelligence agency, addressed the UFO problem as 

something out of this world and dimension.  

Alain Juillet, a former agent and director of French intelligence, said rather 

controversial things about the UFO phenomenon… that many such forms and 

beings come from parallel worlds! 

It is a first, that a former intelligence agent, then a senior government official, 

address the issue of unidentified flying objects, recognizing their existence and 

external nature on this planet.  

The concept of interdimensional alien visitation is certainly worthy of strong 

consideration. 

I mean, this isn’t just a pet theory of mine, I live with a genuine alien abductee, 

Hilary Porter; lucky guy that I am, she’s been my partner for over 20 years, so I 

do have insider knowledge as it were. 

Now, I’m not saying this simply because I’m with her, or merely too assuage… 

I really believe what she says 100%: I know from the way she repeats her 

experiences verbatim, word-for-word, always the same details of how, when she 

was of child-bearing age, alien grey beings would literally pass through a portal 

which suddenly emerged in her bedroom wall. 

They came to take her, or more correctly, to medically take from her what they 

wanted or needed, which as so often in such cases, was gynaecological material. 

So, there is no doubt in my mind or Hil’s mind, they are operating on a 

dimensional level; a different frequency if you like. 

When appearing on TV chat shows to get her experiences out to a larger 

audience, so-called experts in the chair always cite ‘sleep paralysis’ as an 

excuse that abductees are only night-dreaming their experiences; using medical 

parlance, these are referred to as hypnogogic states. 
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Maybe my ideas which I have spoken about previously in various arenas, are 

misunderstood or falling on deaf ears, but this phenomenon of ‘sleep paralysis’ 

is actually what I am referring to. 

There are five main frequency brain waves: Beta, Alpha, Theta, Delta, and 

Gamma. These waves are in constant motion, and the brain produces consistent 

waves at all frequencies. 

The ability for greys to interact with, and appropriate something from human 

beings, seems to mainly occur in the Theta sleep state. 

Theta State is a profound of level of relaxation; in fact, it is used in hypnosis. 

This is when the brain waves slow down to a frequency of 4-7 cycles per 

second. 

Theta waves are very spiritual. It is believed that this mental state allows you to 

act below the level of the conscious mind. 

An EEG would measure theta waves in the 4 to 8 Hz range. 

This would seem to be one of the alien world frequencies, and when we hit a 

Theta state, then, these beings are able to enter our world… that is, if you or I 

are chosen by them to be a part of their operations. 

Don’t think I haven’t tried setting up CCTV cameras in the early days, (before 

the penny dropped) to try and catch these little critters; of course, I have; yet as 

for abductions, I discovered it doesn’t work like that. They operate on an 

unusual frequency that cannot be recorded… at least I haven’t yet found a 

method of doing so.  

Bearing in mind that there are a few different species of aliens which may 

conduct their affairs in different ways, but dimensional abduction seems to be 

how the greys work. 

Here is an account from a witness in Washington, US. March 1, 1987. 
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Hello, I thought I would report this. I am a staff geologist for an environmental 

company. I had always considered abductions were kind of silly stuff like 

‘bigfoot’, (which I still think is ridiculous), but I listened to a couple of accounts 

of abductees interviewed by Professor John E Mack, and I'm not sure how to 

say this, but their descriptions seemed oddly like things that happened to me,  

I suffered from what I thought was ‘sleep paralysis’ – but it wasn't REM. [REM 

sleep is a period of sleep that is very deep, during which your eyes and muscles 

make many small movements. It is the period during which most of your dreams 

occur. REM is an abbreviation for 'rapid eye movement'.] 

I was about 13 years old; from what I've read, sleep paralysis nightmares 

happen as one transitions in and out of REM., but my personal events happened 

day or night.  

They weren't REM-related, in the sense that these events lasted anywhere from 

a few minutes, to maybe 45 minutes at the most.  

I knew beforehand when they were going to happen. I would get a "feeling" 

right as I was preparing to go to sleep; then, before I even fell asleep, I would 

feel "hands" gripping my legs, "hands" gripping my arms and "hands" on my 

chest holding me down.  

I first felt them on my legs, then arms, and at that point I would be "drifting off", 

but not quite asleep.  

One occasion when this happened, I distinctly remember something very short 

standing at the right side of my bed next to my waist; another time, I believe I 

sensed something standing at the foot of my bed, again, short in stature.  
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It was just standing there, but I never, (and this is after the hands were holding 

me down), was totally asleep. 

I would sense a pair of eyes, large, above, looking down at me.  

I felt a terror that was so profound, I was afraid to lay down for sleep on some 

nights - even during the day!  

I would sweat with fear; very often I was literally afraid to fall asleep.  

Once, I even took caffeine pills to stay awake. 

The last time it happened I was about 13. I remember this distinctly. 

Things started like always, drifting off, but I wouldn’t go completely into a sleep 

cycle, feeling like how one usually goes to sleep - if that makes any sense.  

As always, I felt hands gripping my legs, then my arms, then my torso, then my 

chest. Then when I was totally subdued as it were, I would perceive an entity 

above me.  

At first, it was just like a pair of large eyes; and ordinarily all I remember is 

being absolutely terrified and then, not really waking up, but coming out of the 

"half sleep" and sweating, literally with fear.  

But this last time, when I was about 13, and sensed the eyes above me, I could 

actually see them, and almost a face. I thought ‘it’ was going to kill me, and I 

managed to shout out, "f**k you!"; I thought I was going to die, and I was 

basically fighting back. I really believed I was going to be killed, but I was 

determined to fight it every step of the way.  

I don’t really know how to put this, but ‘it’, whatever ‘it’ was, knew I was 

serious, and this could be why that particular event abruptly concluded.  

I quickly became lucid, awake... and it never happened again - ever.  

My question is, if this was a neurological disorder, did I just tell this disorder I 

was going to kick its ass, and that's why it never happened again? because I 

don't think that's how neurological disorders work.  

I don't think I can tell sleep apnoea for instance, that I'm going to kick its ass, 

and then suddenly I’m cured.  

The last thing I will say is this, invariably I knew it was going to happen. I got a 

feeling just before I lay down. I also eventually learned that there were brief 

times when I felt an episode coming on, where I could shake myself out of it, 

fight the oncoming paralysis and escape it. [End] 
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That was just one example; I have examined many other cases too and they 

mostly all have surprising similarities about them; usually an entity or entities 

seen in the bedroom, the witness having undergone bodily interference and/or 

mind control by said intruder/s - and this inability of the victim to resist.  

What we call reality is far more complicated than generally thought. 

Going along with this thesis, and after years of study, I think I have at last 

rationalized my partner’s alien intrusions. 

My understanding is that these aren’t physical experiences at all, but spiritual, 

(or quasi-spiritual) in nature. 

Here’s the key to unlocking this mystery; some might find it difficult to 

appreciate, but the physical body contains an exact duplicate - a spirit or energy 

body; it is basically what is mentioned in diverse doctrines as our ‘soul’; a 

quintessence made of countless subatomic particles and stored at a quantum 

level. 

David Barreto Researcher and Quantum Physics speaker, (who is honoured in 

Astrophysics and Cosmology by the Australian National University) attempted 

to theorize in his 2019 book The Supernatural Science: Theory and Magic, that 

the spirit or astral body is made up of multidimensional particles, which would 

include baryons, leptons, and neutrinos. 

This is the same ‘body’ thought to separate and travel remotely during Out of 

Body Experiences, (or OBE’s, sometimes also termed Astral Travelling) and is 

even thought to survive physical death; the ghost within… the immortal body. 

Not even scientists have the full answer as to what comprises this inner identity, 

but that is what interests the aliens, and because this is an incorporeal double of 

one’s physical, I am convinced these beings can take every piece of information 

they need from our spirit double before returning it back to the subject. 

But although carried out on a non-physical level, such abductions are not 

without trace – because anything happening to the spirit will invariably show up 

on the physical; surgical scars, scoop marks etc on abductees are a corporeal 

signature that interference has taken place on the incorporeal body. 

A large percentage of people have undergone out of body experiences, 

encountered beings from other worlds or the ‘other side’ and/or had very 

profound, deep mystical experiences.  

Furthermore, this has been recorded in different ways for over 2,000 years. 
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Many people are of the opinion that science and supernatural concepts are 

incompatible, but I strongly suspect that in fact, science is just a convenience 

used by sceptics to explain-away the inexplicable. 

I fear that the truth is deliberately masked. There's no sugar-coating this one. 

What we are not being told, may be the ultimate solution as to where the aliens 

and other figures/forms originate from, and how it is that they are so difficult to 

capture on camera.  

The likelihood of reincarnation is also worthy of consideration regarding these 

hidden realms. 

To even try understanding this complex subject, we must think in terms of an 

alternate universe, or alternate reality as their home… a self-contained plane of 

existence, perhaps co-existing with our own. 

Logic tells us that the multidimensional idea should be a leading candidate in 

our search for answers to this puzzle; and that an English person’s home is truly 

not his or her castle if aliens and ghosts are able to pass through walls 

unhindered - and in the case of the aliens, abduct and tinker. 

The more one looks at the data, the more it makes sense, that no physical portal 

opens-up when they come through, (be that in the sky or through the wall of 

one’s house) it is a dimensional aperture, from their realm to ours. 

My House of Many Mansions (or Dimensions?) 

This title is a paraphrase of the King James version of the Bible which actually 

says, “In my Father's house there are many mansions.”; but what did that 

actually mean? 

Most people consider a “mansion” as a giant home, having everything we ever 

want or need. Ideally, it would be a place of ultimate contentment and 

fulfilment. 

But let us take a step back here; how can we be sure that it isn’t an allegory 

referring to dimensions? – in other words, there’s plenty of room for everyone 

in heaven. 

Many aeons ago, writers had to use terms of reference that people understood.  

Magnify certain written data of bygone centuries, (religious works in particular) 

and one may even find ‘soul’ also being used as a coded substitute for the word 

‘energy’.  
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When examining early sacred documents, the first giveaways are any diverse 

structuring and stress patterns; note the deployment of unusual syntactic 

placements for emphasis. 

In our everyday lives, we experience three spatial dimensions, and a fourth 

dimension of time.  

How could there be more?  

Though it may sound like science fiction, I am positive that extra dimensions 

exist; they are likely to explain particle-based dark matter and why the universe 

is expanding faster than expected, and why gravity is weaker than the other 

forces of nature. 

Albert Einstein’s general theory of relativity tells us that other dimensions are 

real, and that space can expand, contract, and bend; as a result, some theorists 

have made predictions wilder than even Einstein had imagined. 

‘String Theory’ intriguingly suggest six more dimensions, but they are hidden 

from our usual senses.  

Some string theorists have taken this idea further to explain a mystery of gravity 

that has perplexed physicists for some time - why is gravity so much weaker 

than the other fundamental forces? Does its carrier, the graviton, exist and 

where?  

These ideas are not just products of wild imaginations or an incredible leap in 

understanding. 

I’ve heard that high-energy experiments are quietly taking place in order to try 

and prise open the inconspicuous dimensions, just enough to allow particles to 

move between the normal 3D world and other realms.  

This could be manifest in the sudden disappearance of a particle into a hidden 

dimension, or the unexpected appearance of a particle in an experiment.  

Who knows where such findings could lead!  

But does the reader think that discoveries like these would be made public? No, 

for the sake of religion and maintenance of the status quo - of course not. 

This is exactly how the UFOs that I have been fortunate enough to encounter, 

(and as described by many other witnesses, including my colleagues) operate; 

these unidentifieds suddenly emerge in the sky out of nowhere, hover for a 

while, fly along for some distance and then vanish just as suddenly as if 

entering an invisible portal. 
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If this isn’t multidimensional then I don’t know what is. 

The Interdimensional Hypothesis, the apparent ability of UFOs to appear and 

disappear from sight… and even radar screens; materializing in thin air and 

dematerializing back from whence they came. 

I still get goose bumps just thinking about this type of experience. 

Taking into account the entire range of phenomena associated with alien 

abduction experiences, we can add to the Interdimensional Hypothesis, that a 

fourth-dimensional effect may also be involved… a space-time continuum, 

especially when we hear of persons undergoing ‘missing time’. 

What I am going to write now is the description of an alien abduction incident, 

just one of many, recounted by my partner Hilary in her own words. 

One day in June 1979: I went to bed about 10:30. As a full-time carer for my 

handicapped daughter meant I never knew how much sleep I would actually get, 

retiring at this hour suited me fine. 

My daughter slept next to me, and she was already sleeping peacefully when I 

got into bed. 

No sooner had I climbed in, when suddenly, in the murkiness, I became aware 

of a strange light in the adjoining wall. 

To begin with, I thought it was light coming in, like someone had left a door 

open; but this illumination was too perfect, an arch - and very brilliant. 

As I looked on, part of the wardrobe that stood against the adjoining wall 

seemed to dissolve - and was no longer visible. 

Then, without warning, a dark figure became apparent in the light; next, up to 

seven small grey beings skipped through to the left of what I then realised was a 

portal. 

‘Skipped’ is an appropriate description, because these aliens moved as little 

children might, skipping and hopping around my room in a fast manner. 

All the while, the dark, hooded figure just stood there motionless. 

I then realized that I was paralyzed – I couldn’t move; I tried to force my arms 

and legs into action to get up, but found I was unable to do so. 

One of the grey beings approached to where my daughter was sleeping and 

lifted her in his arms, then ran towards the portal cradling her. 
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As I couldn’t even move my head – I saw all this occurring in the nearby 

dressing table mirror.  

I couldn’t even shout out for help. 

I was petrified; the only part of me I was able to move was my eyeballs. 

It was at this point when one of the grey creatures, who was slightly taller than 

his companions, came to me, put ‘his’ face right up close to mine and stared 

directly into my eyes. 

After that I don’t remember anymore that night, but I do know I was taken as 

well because of the later flashbacks, plus I discovered various flesh marks on 

me and I awoke very sore in my private places. 

I have no recall of returning either. 

As for my daughter, I found that she was also sore, but in a different way, and 

that she had an item of jewellery carefully removed and placed by the side of 

the bed. 

It was a silver star and chain. 

Incidentally, due to her severely handicapped condition, my daughter would be 

completely unable to have undone the clasp on the very fine chain and placed it 

in a neat spiral! 

Even I was unable to open the clasp on that chain – that’s why I left it on her… 

as it had been a present given to her by the day centre staff where she attended.  
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Now the reader can see, abductee statements like this are probably the closest 

thing we are going to get as to what the beings are up to. 

It is obvious that these entities are able to temporarily alter their molecular 

make-up, from one frequency to another then more physical, as and when 

required. 

Their logic is completely different to ours – not much makes sense to the human 

rationale; their laws and science are obviously unrecognizable – and equally 

obvious is that righteous behaviour is a foreign concept to them. 

But after many repeated episodes like the aforementioned, Hilary began to get 

the distinct impression that the greys were a workforce, programmed to do what 

they did, and that there was something ‘higher’ controlling them. 

As her long-standing partner, I still ask Hilary to this day about what has 

happened to her… the odd question here and there; she doesn’t mind my doing 

so – but jokes, that with me, sometimes it’s like living with a copper! 

I can imagine an infinite number of parallel, alternate universes, or alternate 

realities, self-contained planes of existence out there, cohabiting with our own. 
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How could this be possible? Well, think of planet earth like an onion, with ‘us’ 

on the outside, and each subsequent skin, or layer as another dimension, each 

comfortably existing with one another, but unware of its neighbour due to their 

differing and normally undetectable, subatomic frequencies. 

While imperceptible as far as our senses and detection equipment are 

concerned, each layer would be a universe that is likely to contain include alien, 

spirit, electrical worlds and who knows what else! 

The story began in the late 1960s, when particle accelerators were just entering 

their heyday. After the discovery of the antiproton in the 1950s, larger and more 

powerful energy accelerators began to be constructed, leading to an enormous 

suite of new particles that arose from colliding charged particles into each other. 

The newly discovered elements came in three types: 

1. baryons, like the proton, neutron, and their heavier cousins. 

2. anti-baryons, like the anti-proton, anti-neutron, and heavier ones 

that matched 1-to-1 with the baryons. 

3. and mesons, which came in a variety of masses and lifetimes, but 

which all were unstable and quickly decayed away. 

Surely, logic dictates that bullet point 2 here is the most important; the very fact 

that these anti-particles have been discovered, means the likelihood for the 

existence of anti-worlds, (anti-matter?) is extremely strong as well. 

When interviewed on an ABC special, leading theoretical physicist Michio 

Kaku said on this topic “more evidence and a better understanding may one day 

allow us to travel between universes and into new dimensions, potentially even 

making time travel possible.” 

And I agree. 

Another link to my proposal of parallel realms, is something that I can 

personally vouch for, the phenomenon of Out of Body Experiences – or OBEs. 

A possibility of life after death is one of the greatest mysteries of humanity, yet 

more people believe in an afterlife than don't. 

Nobody on this planet holds a complete answer to the question of consciousness 

continuing after we die; officially, it remains a matter of conjecture; however, 

some well-respected scientists including British physicist, Sir Roger 

Penrose have come on board by speculating that there may be no death of 

consciousness post-mortem after all - just death of the flesh body. 
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They say that Quantum Mechanics allows consciousness to live on following 

the body’s eventual demise. 

What is more, other experts also say that when the physical body dies it may 

leave behind it an information field, or imprint. 

This isn't all simply a matter of faith either, scientific teams claim to have found 

evidence that protein- based microtubules – a structural component of human 

cells, carry quantum information – data stored at a sub-atomic level. 

Spiritualists believe that in the afterlife we each have an etheric body that is a 

replica of our earthly body, but it is a much finer form. We are the same 

individuals in every way, with the same personalities and characteristics, and 

we change only by progression, or otherwise, as a result of our own efforts. 

The Ghost Within - My OBE Recollections and Beyond 

It is amazing just how many ‘truth cleansers’ there are - debunkers, who are 

intent on twisting and trivializing evidence; but maybe this isn’t entirely about 

state cover-ups and secret societies controlling the truth/our freedom of speech 

as might be thought. 

Perhaps this is how closed-minded thinkers simply make themselves feel smart; 

scepticism for the sake of scepticism… a method employed by those wearing 

mental straightjackets to make themselves sound brainy.  

If I come across as somewhat bombastic about all of this, that is because I am 

passionate about what I have seen, been through and come to understand. 

The difference between an OBE and a dream is too unusual, too extreme to 

even be adequately described. 

I’m sure, as with most experiencers in a similar position, no doctorate-sporting 

‘expert’ will persuade us that the whole thing is just ‘pseudoscience’ and too far 

out there. 

Doubtless, the deniers haven’t, (yet) undergone anything paranormal in their 

own lives – and surely, not to the full extent as some of us have. 

For now, they will be clueless – and thus, belligerent to any such ideas. 

But huge numbers of people including myself, are fully aware that we each have 

this 'inner' or 'spirit' body; these are different titles that are basically attempting 

to describe the same thing... the subtle, ghost-like body that resides within every 

living person.  

Some even term this as our ‘soul’. 
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All the evidence suggests what I am discussing also applies to other lifeforms as 

well, (such as cats and dogs) that there is a definite spiritual counterpart of the 

flesh and blood frame, which has a far different rate of molecular vibration to 

solid matter, thus making it totally invisible to normal sight.  

Under certain conditions, our 'inner body' can detach or project itself from the 

corporeal body and move around freely. 

When our spirit travels ‘out’, it is partially attached to us through a kind of 

psychic umbilical 'cord', thus enabling the physical brain or mind, (and there is 

much to suggest that the mind is independent from the brain) to recollect 

everything encountered by this energy complement of us.  

The separation of our inner self is termed as an Out-of-Body Experience, (OBE 

or sometimes OOBE) and is a feeling that typically begins with a floating, 

lifting sensation, (either directly upwards or out through the top of the skull), 

and once parted, perhaps even perceiving one's physical body from the outside. 

For me, this isn't hypothesis, I have personally witnessed, experienced and 

researched most of what I am discussing here; having had numerous OBE 

experiences, and I can say that each time it has been the most liberating feeling 

imaginable!  

To begin with, when I first used to have Out of Body Experiences, it sometimes 

felt as if my 'projected body' was just like my 'normal' physical body, complete 

with head, arms, and legs; but after a great deal of study about the phenomenon, 

I learnt that really, this 'feeling' is just signalling from the physical brain to the 

nervous system that I was picking up on. When separated from the physical, our 

'spirit body' is entirely spiritual energy.  

I have observed this during several such experiences, the spirit body does NOT 

look like the organic human 'body' at all, but is more in the way of a fuzzy, 

energetic mass, (which can be of various colours, a factor that I suspect is 

determined by our degree of spiritual development, together with one’s physical 

age and state of health) and the movement of this projected mass is either fully 

controlled by our brain/mind, via the ‘psychic’ cord that I mentioned earlier.  

Once outside of our flesh frame, the ‘energy body’ uses the physical 

brain's/mind's extra-sensory capabilities for its data processing, which even 

includes the ability for it to see perfectly in the dark.  

When young and ‘active’ in this manner, I didn’t have any fear of mortality, I 

enjoyed full control of my astral ‘outings’ and saw things unimaginable to most.  
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I could pass through anything solid, walls doors etc; like a phantom burglar, 

penetrate people’s homes and watch them asleep in their beds, even enter and 

wander about closed shopping stores.  

My perception was full colour, with vivid hues and quality.  

As a spirit body, I would glide across the rain-swept streets at night… or be 

flying through the air like Superman during daytime, high above the clouds, or 

even at just a few hundred feet or so, sometimes slowing down while watching 

people below going about their business, like little ants.  

Once, I even dared to peep above earth’s atmosphere into space - something I 

will never forget; this was blacker than any black I had ever seen before, either 

on television, in a photo or an artist pallet. Frighteningly black! 

Yes, that brief glimpse of outer space scared me so much that I shot back into 

my physical body and was left paralysed for hours afterwards, completely 

unable to move.  

One is literally travelling in immaterial form at (SOT) the Speed of Thought; 

unlike the speed of light, one can control how fast or slow they move; with SOT 

travel can be practically instantaneous - and there’s no feeling of fatigue either.  

No matter how far, think of a destination and you are suddenly there – or travel 

at a steady pace if you so wish – commanding your spirit to do exactly what you 

want it to do!  

Relatively amateurish and unskilled at the time, I seemed to be stuck exploring 

no more than within ‘earthly’ realms; but, although I never considered this as 

one so green, I have since read about those who have steered themselves into 

other astral planes, or dimensions during an OBE. 

These days, I can’t ‘project’ anymore, as this ability diminishes when one gets 

older; and probably for good reason; I imagine that the stress of undergoing an 

OBE might trigger a heart attack in the elderly, or someone with an 

undiagnosed health condition; instead, I have the odd fleeting sleep recollection 

of moving at an impossible velocity, yet I have no control within what are now 

probably just ‘dreams’ of a competency that I once possessed. 

The out-of-body capability resides within everyone at an early age; nonetheless, 

later in life it appears to reduce dramatically - doubtless through influence, 

(when we are constantly reminded about what is, and what is not 

possible/socially acceptable) stress… subconscious fears of mortality, financial 

insecurity in the future – when we have kids or when we retire, and so on. 
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Above: Artist impression of spirit body separation 

Survival to Tell the Tale 

Once, I also experienced an NDE, (which is a long story that I won't enter into 

fully here) and I should have died but returned instead to tell the tale. 

Briefly, when I was 19 years old I very nearly died and was escorted by a spirit 

into the afterlife; we landed up at a kind of 'reception centre', where I was 

shown this comforting vision of people, but who were all strangers to me. 

I don't recall seeing their arms and legs; at first, I thought maybe this was just 

me not noticing at the time because I was too busy concentrating on their 

unearthly faces! But no. 

These were supposed to be humans, (and were almost human in appearance) but 

their faces were unnerving and very intense, all with identical, (what I would 

describe as) sickly sweet, insipid expressions... extremely false looking to me. 

I didn't care for this at all and I asked to 'go back'; the 'beings' replied to me 

without moving their lips, saying "it's time for you to return," at which point I 

shot back into my earthly body. 

Physical Proof of an Afterlife? 

I was left paralyzed for three hours in my bed, completely unable to move, but 

when I did manage to stand, I had the fright of my life when I looked in the 

bathroom mirror; this 19-year-old lad with a full head of thick wavy brown hair, 

now had patches of rather unsightly white hair at the front, undoubtedly from 

the distress of my ordeal. 
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When I went into work next day one of my colleagues joked, "what happened to 

your hair Ken, did you see a ghost or something?" Other staff just stared at me 

in disbelief: Little did they know where I had been. 

Like a fool, I didn’t think to take a photo of it; if we had instant, ‘selfie’ phones 

back then I might have done – but in those days there was all the hassle of 

sending a film off for developing and printing; then again, maybe I wouldn’t 

have bothered, after all, I couldn’t have foreseen that I would ever be writing a 

book of this kind. 

 

I don’t have many pics from that time, (the 70’s) but this was taken of me 10 years later age 29; 

by then the ‘shock’ had faded, but you can still see a light patch far-left within the red marking.  

All I have done here is to offer my own understanding and familiarity with the 

subject. 

Anyway, I certainly would love to hear from readers about their thoughts on this 

topic; anyone else who may also remember having, (or perhaps still have) such 

extra-bodily spiritual happenings as mine. 

Please go to  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o6JCoYya8D8&ab_channel=beamsinvestig

ations1 

and take a look at a genuine, rare and very interesting video: Warning - this 

might be distressing for some to watch as it shows a mouse being caught in a 

spring trap, (don't worry though, it's not messy); it takes less than a minute for 

the poor creature to die; but at about 42 seconds, what appears to be the Life-

Force or Spirit of the mouse is seen to rise from its head area; the spirit-like 

form in this case is more of an oblong trail; bearing in mind that what we are 

seeing is the earliest stage of separation from the physical, but I think that in 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o6JCoYya8D8&ab_channel=beamsinvestigations1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o6JCoYya8D8&ab_channel=beamsinvestigations1
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essence, this capture does illustrate what I am trying to convey regarding the 

spirit counterpart which resides within each of us and other living things. 

In amongst the scant and heavily redacted documentation that was released 

under America’s The Freedom of Information Act, (made public only after great 

pressure and repeated requests) it has been revealed how, having used OBE’ers 

themselves as part of a $multi-million experimental program, NASA and the 

CIA are now sheepishly admitting that something big is going on here; but as 

anticipated, things are watered down somewhat by the likes of Wikipedia, (who 

do have their good points at times) calling this phenomenon Remote viewing 

(RV), describing it as “the practice of seeking impressions about a distant or 

unseen target, purportedly using extrasensory perception (ESP) or "sensing" 

with the mind.”  

Pour a shot of whiskey into a pint of water, and no matter how diluted, one will 

still detect the underlying taste of alcohol; viz. and that’s how it is on the 

internet with some things. As I said - ‘watered down’.  

And they’re counting on us not paying attention… not bothering to do our 

research; especially the new generations coming along who will not know any 

better. 

Even web creator Sir Tim Berners-Lee has warned that the democratic nature of 

the net is threatened by a "growing tide of surveillance and censorship". 

In today's world of nanosecond pace where everyone hits Google or Wikipedia, 

it seems to be quite common to find out later you've had wrong information on 

most subjects.  

As I write, I notice how the Most Reverend Justin Welby (105th Archbishop of 

Canterbury and the most senior bishop in the Church of England) expressed his 

alarm at growing censorship in the UK, singling out some “very, very 

dangerous” trends… the cancelling of “everyone who disagrees”. 

Contingent on what you watch and what you read, the whole concept of Remote 

Viewing may come across as fiction to some, particularly to those barely 

conversant with the subject; but just ‘Google’ the correct key words and bingo – 

its real and verified too.  

Special emphasise on the term ‘correct words’ for one’s search, otherwise the 

truth-seeking student may land up on some wishy-washy, cynical and/or state 

sponsored site.  

For me though, the RV label is just too tame - putting it mildly; rather than this 

just being some kind of mind travel, I recognise it as a fact, that what is 
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occurring is complete out of the body journeying - the ability to visit places in 

an astral state; effectively, seeing and experiencing, having travelled from a 

great distance, a skill that has most likely been around since man first walked 

the planet.  

This parapsychological phenomenon is factual and largely kept private. Our 

leaders work on the assumption, there are specific notions the general public are 

not supposed to hear about – let alone accept/believe in.  

Along the same lines, I am informed Southampton University scientists have 

found evidence that awareness continues for at least several minutes after 

clinical death which was previously thought impossible. 

Thus, in a funny sort of way, things like this are poorly guarded secrets; 

because, if one wants to find the truth badly enough, it IS there to be 

discovered; hidden more or less, right under our very noses, as our governors 

continue to take comfort in the old adage of the obvious always being the 

LEAST obvious.  

I am confident that there is a broad conspiracy of silence about a number of 

supernatural issues; and those at grassroots level who are reliant on being 

spoon-fed information from the purveyors of myth, media role models, 

(‘experts’) are unwittingly held in mental shackles by them.  

In her time, my partner Hilary has also enjoyed a few OBE’s herself and agrees,  

The Paranormal, (call it what you may) is likely to be the answer for many 

enigmas, and that includes UFOs and Aliens. 

From everything I’ve learned, I think it is safe to say that some notables in our 

subject, either are aware of, or suspect the truth – but are not permitted to give 

any credence to the interdimensional aspect of unidentified flying object 

phenomena and other categories of ‘alien’ visitation. 

The above applies to various media commentators/presenters, writers, 

researchers, journalists and even television producers; the absence of anything 

credible coming from their camp – well, one would think they have sworn an 

oath of secrecy! 
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Cropped version of Hilary’s strange Christening photo: 1946. 

The above Christening photo taken on September 26, 1946, has been in our 

album ever since I can remember. I had always mused over the strange shape 

that appeared on it.  

Might this in fact depict a spiritual occurrence – an overseer from another 

realm? Note how baby Hilary is looking directly at this form, yet no one else 

can see it. The implications are that a babies’ visual experience of the world is 

very different to that of adults. Babies have to learn how different senses relate 

to each other and to the outside world. Some say that while children are still 

developing, the brain learns to determine different kinds of sensory information 

to know which data is to be registered and that which is to be ignored, filtered-

out, as they grow up. 

The picture, showing my partner Hilary as a baby, her father, mother, her aunt 

and uncle, her mother's friend, (Joan Morrish) who were also Hilary’s 

Godparents, was taken outside St. Peter's Parish Church in Farnborough, 

Hampshire, United Kingdom. 
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I have had the photo examined by a professional photographer and he is sure 

that it is not the result of a double-exposure or any processing defect; it is 

completely original and only cropped here to show the viewer its best detail.  

Why so young? I suspect that suitable abductees are selected from birth; marked 

as it were. 

Why Hilary? I am guessing it is all down to family bloodlines; hers is 

Rabbinical. [End piece] 

  

Anomalous, Spirit-Type Figure, inadvertently captured in Swindon, 

Wiltshire, 2012 or 13: Submitted by BEAMS Investigator Julie Goring. 

Witness description: "This picture was taken some years ago, (2012 or 2013) by 

my daughter in her garden in Wiltshire, UK: She was photographing their 

family cat; the brown figure behind it is a complete mystery, and only turned up 
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on the one photo; the next shot taken straight after, same spot, didn't show 

anything unusual." [End]. 

 

Above: Cropped and brightened 

detail of the figure’s head/’face’. 

BEAMS analysis: As seasoned researchers we have had a good deal of 

experience in the examination of unexplained imagery; and there is little doubt 

in our minds that the above case photo is genuine and shows an unintentional 

capture of something which cannot normally be seen with the naked eye; 

probably an incorporeal form which varies in its vibration/frequency to anything 

in our physical plane of existence. 

As the result of having studied so much evidence of this nature, we are able to 

verify that the countenance of such figures can often appear somewhat 'foreign' 

to our earthly eyes; perhaps distorted, gnarled, out of proportion and/or even 

with animal-like features; we think that this particular example from the 

Swindon report, looks a bit like a bear. 

The label that investigators are inclined to put on this type of image is usually 

'ghost', 'spirit' or 'phantom', yet that is only guesswork, as no one can be sure 

whether these things have anything to do with the dead: So, for reference 

purposes here, (and I am swayed towards this) let's call them 'entities', shaped 

from the ethereal component of human's non material makeup. 

Unsurprisingly, these photographed entities often have a most unusual aspect 

about their facial features; which can be so extreme, (as with the above and later 

images in this book) that those of a religious persuasion might even refer to 

them as 'demonic'; but why jump to such a conclusion? who is to say exactly 

how a 'demon' should look in any case?  

 

On the flip side of the debate, the same can be said of 'angels'; maybe the 

Biblical artists who have for centuries portrayed angelic beings in their 

customary Utopian manner, with wings and/or playing a harp, have got it all 

wrong; maybe the figure under discussion here is in fact an angel! who can say? 

http://www.beamsinvestigations.org/wiltshire%20brown%20figure%20face%20detail.jpg
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Just because a supernatural phenomenon fails to meet our romantic 

preconceptions/expectations in its appearance, does not automatically mean it is 

something diabolical. 

Using the same religious idioms, be these 'angels' or 'demons', they are surely 

all 'God's creations' in his 'house of many mansions', (or dimensions) and for us 

here at BEAMS, they serve to further our understanding about what exists at 

various levels of the paranormal. 

Some of the material in this book has been quite challenging to unearth; I’ve 

had to dig really deep for it, as certain types of striking information are not 

readily available; and there is a reason why that is so; I am confident that the 

believable stuff is impeded, withheld; hidden.  

Science fundamentalists are bad enough, the sort who can’t stomach 

unexplainable phenomena... anything which cannot be reasoned-away, 

(excused-away) by orthodox methods; the ones who demand that everything be 

clear-cut, demonstrable and pigeon-holed; the type who would move heaven 

and earth if they could, anything to avoid any awkward confirmations.  

Furthermore, I see it as a cast iron certainty that individuals are now 

clandestinely employed, whose job is to ‘tidy up’ uncomfortable data found on 

the net/in the media, any way possible; that which causes offense to the 

sensibilities of some folk; shall we say, the elites and/or those in the corridors 

of power.  

More often than one might think, this is likely to be achieved through trolling 

and harassing, forums with moderators and agitators, relegating, debunking, 

belittling and character assassination; but the most common practise would be 

blocking or total removal of material, with internet gatekeepers using the data 

protection law, (or even ‘fake news’) as an argument for their deeds.  

I have had confirmation of such activities from two sources. It’s safe to speak 

about this now, but years ago we were visited by one such specialist, so 

depressed and unhappy with his task, who poured his heart out to us at our 

home.  

At the time, he was mainly involved with ‘discrediting’ prime UFO material 

posted on YouTube, for which he operated a multitude of bogus accounts under 

different guises. Data farms are also used to sway public opinion which can 

generated hundreds of votes either in favour or against. And that is just one 
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arena; however, this chap told us that our examinations regarding anomalous 

phenomena were “on the right lines”.  

More support for my assertions came via a television network contributor; he 

worked as a freelancer, creating ideas and scripts for programming, and 

imparted a great deal of proof to us that he was who he claimed to be.  

The gist of what he said is this; certain TV channels are very shady and biased; 

their controllers select only what they want us to see; and programmes today are 

basically vehicles for advertising purposes.  

Thus, as I think was mentioned previously, they favour productions that are 

designed to be charming rather than informative.  

Molly Ball, the official biographer of Nancy Pelosi, (52nd Speaker of the 

United States House of Representatives) recently penned a scandalous Time 

Magazine article entitled ‘The Secret History of the Shadow Campaign that 

Saved the 2020 Elections’ which admitted to this conspiracy saying: 

“Even though it sounds like a paranoid fever dream [there is], a well-funded 

cabal of powerful people, ranging across industries and ideologies, working 

together behind the scenes to influence perceptions, change rules and laws, 

steer media coverage and control the flow of information.” 

 

Those wishing to speak out publicly about what is going on are finding it 

becoming ever more prohibitive; most are having to operate a form of self-

censorship. Many are now even afraid of sharing their opinion on social media. 

 

Only a few brave people have had the guts to come right out with it as Molly 

Ball did, and we certainly need more competing voices like hers; but for how 

much longer can this continue until all avenues of free speech are completely 

silenced? 

 

I am aware of individuals in the pre-Internet days, who obviously didn’t have a 

platform such as ours, that were wiped out, reputations wrecked for revealing 

the type of alternative issues we are dealing with.  

 

Belief has to do with matters of faith, and not the kind of knowledge that is 

based on scientific inquiry; but as we have shown, science is very guarded about 

specific themes; it will not give us all the answers, so yes, we believe and yes, 

our reporting is biased, but we have very good reason to think this way. There 

are scholars who will remark that we uneducated amateurs are all talk and 

theory; ironically though, that is exactly what THEY do; yak a lot and theorize. 

https://time.com/5936036/secret-2020-election-campaign/
https://time.com/5936036/secret-2020-election-campaign/
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It shouldn’t be like this, a wrong – right, ‘us’ and ‘them ‘situation; both camps 

have their own arguments, pioneers and fragments of certainty; by and large 

though, with very few exceptions, (and some of the science ‘good guys’ are 

quoted in this statement) they usually dismiss everything we say and enjoy 

labelling ufologists as crackpots who should doubt their own sanity. 

 

With us though, it doesn’t stop with theory alone; at least we do have 

photographic proof to back up what we are suggesting; not quite the proverbial 

‘alien’ or otherworldly ‘ashtray’ admittedly, though to us, this is near-enough 

smoking gun evidence. 

 

Our search for clues continues with a proposal from an esteemed astronomer 

and mathematician who claims that entities exist in other dimensions, who we 

connect with in a surprising way. 

 

Bernard Carr, professor of mathematics and astronomy at Queen Mary 

University of London, believes there are unfathomable dimensions that are 

linked to our consciousness. 

 

Albert Einstein theorised that there are four-dimensions, although many 

physicists believe that there could be 11 or more, even if we can only perceive 

three. 

 

The extra dimensions that Professor Carr envisages, is a hierarchical structure – 

and we are at the bottom. 

 

In a conference abstract, Mr Carr wrote: “The model resolves well-known 

philosophical problems concerning the relationship between matter and mind, 

elucidates the nature of time, and provides an ontological framework for the 

interpretation of phenomena such as apparitions, OBEs [out-of-body 

experiences], NDEs [near-death-experiences], and dreams.” 

 

In a talk at the Euro-PA conference, Mr Carr explained that essentially, if it is 

thought about, it exists. 

 

He said: “An essential feature is that it must involve consciousness, since this 

underlies all psychic experiences. This already places it at loggerheads with 

those physicists, (the majority) who claim that we are close to a ‘Theory of 

Everything’, since such theories make no reference to consciousness. “Another 

feature of the new paradigm is that it must involve some kind of higher-

dimensional reality structure. He continued: “This has profound consequences 

for physics, psychology, parapsychology and philosophy.” 
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The Saturn-Type UFO Phenomenon 

 

 

Above: Artist’s impression of the 1974 Berwyn Mountains UFO (Dubbed The Welsh Roswell) 

 

Nicknamed the Saturn-Type UFO because it appears as a sphere, (or spheres) 

sometimes displaying a flattened appearance, with a large ring around the form. 

Are these ‘craft’, in the true designation of the word? Piloted as it were? If not, 

then what is propelling them? or, is their entire composition that of something 

alive? 

Do they come from a surrounding reality? Our extra-dimensional neighbours as 

it were?  

If this is true, then these ‘visitors’ may be able to create some kind of window, 

or portal to enter through - and another somewhere else to pass back to their 

world again. 

There are enough eyewitness reports of this category of UFO suddenly coming 

into view and how they disappeared just as quickly – so, they may be a lot 

closer than we think. 

Today, UFO spotters are confronted with a problem; drones are so ubiquitous 

that nearly everything that isn't immediately identifiable as a bird, plane, or 

balloon can be written-off as likely being a drone or some-such other entirely 

human-made aircraft; except, what we are dealing with do not fall into any such 

grouping; they are out-and-out unknowns. 
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 Morphing UFO shot over Stoke D'Abernon, (nr. Hogtrough Lane?) 

 

Witness Statement as follows: “Filmed this strange object while waiting next to 

my car in Stoke D'Abernon.  

 

To me, it looks like a small UFO, symmetrical, spins on its axis, changes shape, 

descends vertically, very strange. 

 

As soon as I started talking to a witness, it descended vertically in the forest 

behind the houses.” [End] 

 

To be seriously considered, an unidentified flying object has to not only look 

outlandish but move in a way that is impossible for any normal aerial form; and 

the UFOs covered in my book qualify on all counts; not only that, but most of 

these are from a pre-drone era! 

Some physicists are loathed to admit equivalent universes are likely to exist, 

and that there are probably other life forms inhabiting them, with many, 

appreciably more cutting-edge than ourselves. 

Conversely, this category of unidentified flying object, (or all UFOs come to 

that) might be less sophisticated than we are giving them credit for; they could 

simply be as commonplace in their parallel domains, as birds are in our sky! 
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Either way, whatever they are - these forms remain of the utmost interest. 

 

Genuine photo – enlarged: 29-05-2020 Morphing Flying Saucer- 

Resembling UFO Captured Over Buchanan, Georgia, US. 

Grainy visual evidence certainly, but inconclusive? no; and we challenge 

anyone to do better. 

Allowances must be made; it is not at all easy trying to capture something like 

this; even I once tried photographing an unusual object that I observed up in 

amongst the clouds, yet failed miserably to secure anything worthwhile, with 

the resulting pictures useless. 

Quite a few photos in our archives are accidental captures - where the 

photographer was snapping something else at the time, and when subsequently 

checking through their photos, randomly find they have also caught a UFO.  

It is not generally known either, that certain UFOs are invisible to the human 

eye – they operate in other wavelengths of the electromagnetic spectrum than 

are detectable by normal means; yet sometimes the camera eye can pick up 

what the human eye cannot. Little wonder then, when they do appear 

unexpectedly on images, they are invariably indistinct. 
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Still from video shown with enlarged and marked insert 

 

January 2020 UFO Captured Gold Coast, Australia 

 

A drone owner has claimed he has proof aliens are living among us in 

Australia. 
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George Csere was flying his drone next to bushland in Nerang on the Gold 

Coast in January last year when he claims it was 'struck' by an unknown 

large object. After comprehensively reviewing his footage of the incident, 

Csere concluded that his drone, a DJI Mavic Pro, had had a close 

encounter with what he believes was a UFO. 

 

'The drone was just above my head and I heard this big bang, as though it 

had hit a wall,' he told news.com.au. 'I checked the video and found the 

round object flying away.' 

 

Csere posted a video on You Tube in August 2020 following his find - which 

was met with plenty of scepticism online. He explained in the video - which 

has had over 5,000 views - 'something strange happened' when he was 

flying his drone at 94 metres (308 feet) in sports mode. 

 

'Going back through the video, a car-sized object can be seen,' he said. 

'Under the spot where this object was spotted is a perfectly round 

waterhole with no algae, indicating it gets disturbed by something. 

 

'Twenty seconds after this object was seen, an impact occurs with the 

drone. This was incredibly loud. 'During the fall there was two frames 

where the drone caught something curious. A round object can be seen 

leaving at a fast pace.' 

 

The majority of people who weighed into the discussion on Csere's You 

Tube video were adamant the drone ran into the path of a bird. 

 

Some sided with Cesre, with one believer stating he was 'on to something.' 

 

Dr Roger Stankovic, the Australia and New Zealand director of the Mutual 

UFO Network, a US organisation that researches UFO sightings, said in 

about 5 to 10 per cent of sightings experts are 'unable to work out what 

they are seeing.' 

 

BEAMS Comment: Look like yet another Saturn-shaped UFO to us. 

 

We've seen the video - and truly, it’s not really worth reproducing here - 

only a few frames are of interest... and quite frankly, the rest is boring. 

 

The object is best shown as we have done, as a still. 
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Captured over Idaho, US on March 21, 2021 

Witness Description: 

Viewing from my back porch at 10:51, it looked like the sun with a ring ,  

and it was moving.  

I took some photos before this thing pulsated and then suddenly took off!  
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In addition, some of the blame for poor UFO images can be laid on us shaky-

handed photographers; then there is the problem of trying to capture something 

which would commonly be at quite a high altitude; but the main culprit at 

present, is the average mobile phone camera! 

While they may be fine for taking 'selfies' and general snaps in favourable 

lighting conditions, run-of-the-mill 'Smartphones' are near-useless for 

photographing UFOs properly, on account of their limited optical zoom 

capabilities, (digital zoom is rubbish) wide angle lens, tiny sensors and poor 

resolution. 

Great... and as if all of that wasn't enough to cope with, there could be yet 

another cause or two for so many 'out of focus', hazy images; it is suspected 

that certain UFOs are themselves largely masses of electromagnetic energy - not 

an easy thing to focus on; and the radiation fields that are likely to be emitted by 

some of these enigmatic objects wouldn't exactly help matters either. 

It goes without saying really, that any sky watcher can increase their odds of 

securing at least a half decent snap of a UFO by getting themselves a 'proper' 

camera... preferably a digital single-lens reflex, (also called a digital SLR or 

DSLR). 

Devices with night vision capability are something else to consider; it is well 

known amongst investigators how some UFO types can only be seen in the IR 

(Infrared) spectrum. 
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As-is 18-06-2018: Saturn-Like UFO Woody Point, Queensland, Australia 

Witness Description: 

 

This object was viewed from my living room window just before sunrise 

18/06/2018. 

 

At first I thought it was a cloud, however there were no other clouds in sight; 

also, that it could have been a single cloud, however it did look quite odd. 

 

I looked at it for approx. 3 minutes then decided to take a picture with my 

mobile phone HTC model. 

 

When I looked back [the object] seemed to have disappeared. 
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It seemed to have a vapour trail underneath.  

 

Sighting Specifics: 

Distance    Unknown 

Altitude    Over 500 Feet - Under cloud cover 

Duration    00:03:30 

Features    Dome 

Flight Path    Stationary 

Shape    Saturn-Like [End] 

 

Saturn Shape UFO Captured in Gorebridge, Scotland, UK - January 2012 

This momentous photograph was taken in the locality of Gorebridge, an ex-

mining town 15 miles south of Edinburgh - the Scottish capital. 
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Over the last 10+ years there have been numerous eyewitnesses at Gorebridge, 

along with a good deal of photographic recordings of UFO events, most of 

which cannot be adequately explained by conventional sceptical arguments. 

[End] 

 

 

100% Genuine: Enlarged grab from video 

02-11-2020: Schoolyard UFO Saturn to Diamond Shape 

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, US: Multiple Witnesses. 

Bizarre aerial object recorded from schoolyard... many people saw it! 

From something vaguely resembling the planet Saturn, (sphere surrounded by a 

ring) this astonishing structure seems to morph into a diamond shape mid-flight! 

Video: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=08nzh87AHWA&ab_channel=beamsinvesti

gations1 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=08nzh87AHWA&ab_channel=beamsinvestigations1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=08nzh87AHWA&ab_channel=beamsinvestigations1
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Zoomed –  

July 2019 Dark Structured UFO Hovering Over Niterói, Southeast Brazil  

Unfortunately, there wasn’t much information accompanying this particular 

video, but we are convinced that it is totally genuine. 

Note, what we term the 'Saturn' likeness, (a shape that readers will now be 

acquainted with) although the object does appear to alter its form at times into 

something resembling landing gear... legs? 

Yet, having said that, it is quite amazing how these UFOs can fool the eye; 

meaning that it may be a case of optical aberration. 

We could even consider this as a traditional ‘flying saucer’. 

A little zoom has been applied in-edit for ease of viewing. 

Original video here https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=heAq5unHuEo 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=heAq5unHuEo
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20/21-01-2019: 

Accidental UFO Capture During Blood Red Moon - Lunar Eclipse 

from San Antonio, Texas, U.S.] 

 

Witness: I was taking pictures of the blood moon and this showed up on a 

picture! 

 

Sighting Specifics: 

Distance    Unknown 

Altitude    Unknown 

Duration    01:00:00 

Features    Appendage 

Flight Path    Stationary 
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Shape    Sphere 

Weather Details 

Temperature    45°F / 7°C 

Visibility    10 Miles / 16 Kilometres 

Conditions    No Abnormal Weather Conditions 

 

Witness Description: 

 

Outside in front of my house at approx. 11pm taking pictures of the blood moon. 

I first saw the object in a picture I took. 

 

I thought the object was odd and could not imagine how it got on the photo. 

 

I only noticed it in one shot out of the many, many I took, one after the other. 

[End]. 

At first glance we thought that this was merely the camera flash reflecting off 

something, but what? it isn't an internal reflection, because the pictures 

were not taken through glass, but outside! 

 

A camera fault perhaps? Yet we have never seen any digital error quite so 

dramatic and precise as this before... have you dear reader? 

 

The more we look at the anomalous image, the more we suspect that this 

witness has actually captured something important inadvertently. Bearing in 

mind that sometimes, on very rare occasions, the camera 'eye' can pick up things 

undetectable to the human eye; this is a phenomenon that we have come accept 

through experience in dealing with the UFO subject. 
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Date of sighting: Oct 6, 2020. 

Location of sighting: Newark, New Jersey, USA 

Eyewitness states:  

I was on Avon 11th and noticed a flash of light in sky while sitting in my vehicle.  

In my head I’m like, naw, this can’t be.  

Long story short, while I was getting out of the vehicle there were 2 more in the 

sky that came and went in the same direction. [End] 
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Above: Original case image marked & with BEAMS-made enlargement insert 

rotated to show Saturn-like feat. All images ©Paul D Stevenson 

 

06-05-2018: UFO Sighting at Old Warden Airshow, Bedfordshire, UK 
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To begin with, I must apologise to Paul Stevenson, because I have had to poach 

his excellent sighting from MUFON, where I spotted this case while browsing 

through their site yesterday; naturally, I immediately left a really nice comment 

there asking for this witness to contact BEAMS, but alas, as we feared, the 

moderator of those pages, (UFO Stalker?) simply deleted my request, (bit rude I 

thought); anyway, at least nobody can say that I didn't try to seek permission - 

which we always do in such circumstances.  

Incidentally, in a strange sort of way, Old Warden holds a special place in my 

heart because, oddly enough, years ago, (prior to moving to Farnborough) I 

used to live not far from there at Shortstown, (almost opposite the famous 

Cardington hangars... once home to the ill-fated R101 airship)... and near to our 

road, (North Drive), I had a quite disturbing paranormal/alien experience one 

night - along with my then partner; but that is a long story in itself - and one for 

another time. 

 

We feel that this case is of special educational importance and should be shared. 

All images are the copyright of Paul D Stevenson. 

 

Sighting Basics: 

 

Case  94130. 

Sighted: 2018-05-06 17:25. 

Submitted: 2018-08-14 16:48. 

(Reported 99 Days Later) 

Time Zone: Europe/London. 

Source: MUFON. 

Summary: Seen hovering stationary above air show which was attended by 

thousands of people. 

Sighting Location. 

City: Village of Old Warden. 

Country: United Kingdom. 

Distance: 501 Feet - 1 Mile 

Altitude: Over 500 Feet - No cloud cover 

Duration: 00:05:00 
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Witness description: 

 

This object was spotted by me hovering above an airfield in Bedfordshire, 

England. I have visited this place many times, in fact I am a member of the 

museum there. On this occasion, late in the afternoon around 5.25 pm while 

photographing some gliders performing tows and aerobatics, I noticed a very 

bright star-like object, high up, but not overhead. I recognized the object as I 

have seen these before, but more about that later. 

 

It was stationary as far as I could tell, and remained visible for some five or six 

minutes in a very blue and cloudless spring sky. I began to take photos of the 

object hoping to enlarge the images when I returned home that same evening 

along with all the other images I had taken that day. I take many aviation 

photos as a hobby and have done so for many years. 

 

I remember while taking the pictures, occasionally glancing around to see if 

anyone else was looking up at the object.. maybe by their reaction, pointing 

etc... but who knows, it's hard to tell if anyone could or had spotted it or had 

even taken any notice. After a while the object simply disappeared from view, 

almost as though it had flown away very quickly. 

 

It was star-like, but later looking at the images I noticed it had a structure and 

either reflective, silver-like, or lit from within; also it was not round in shape, 

although enlarging the image may have caused the shape to distort somewhat - 

so it’s hard to tell. 

 

As I said before, this was not my first encounter with these lights as I have 

noticed them in the sky all my life; some are more round like silver balls and 

moving through the sky... all during daylight hours and even responding to me 

watching. One flew over my garden and when I noticed, I thought for it to stop 

and it did... even allowing me to run in the house and grab some binoculars and 

observe the object closer. Very silver and round just like a silver sphere and 

high up or just very small. I also saw a sphere while walking one day; it 

changed direction in an instant and began following a jet airliner; my wife 

witnessed it to. Also, I have seen the same hovering object in the sky at another 

air show a few years ago. [End] 
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22-04-2017:  

UFO Photographed in Burley, New Forest, Hampshire, UK 13:22:00 

 

Was walking in the woods taking photos and when I downloaded them I had 

captured this image. I have photos before and after and no other photo has the 

UFO. 

 

Witness statement: 

 

"We were on foot in the New Forest woods with our dog Alfie and I was taking 

a series of photographs as we did our walk. In this particular shot I called out to 

my partner at the time that I had captured his hat in the photo, so I was not 

looking into the sky and neither was my partner. I was taking a picture of the 

tree of where I stood and rested my back and my partner sat on the ground 

beside that tree. 

When I got all the pictures home and up loaded them onto my laptop from my 

camera I observed the object. 

I showed my partner and questioned him about any noise at the time; we both 

did not see the object or heard anything loud or noise; all I can remember was 

the birds singing and it being a lovely sunny afternoon stroll in the New Forest 

Near Burley. 
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Above: Detail cropped, enlarged 

 

The photo was taken with a Canon Power Shot SX10 hs 1/1250 sec f/3.2 4.5mm 

160b iso size 5184 x 2912: I have the full sequence of photos taken before and 

after." [End] 

http://www.beamsinvestigations.org/927041523891120508enlargecrop.jpg
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19-05-2021 

Saturn-Shape UFO Sighting Témiscouata-sur-le-Lac, Quebec, Canada 
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Witness Statement: [Translated from French] 

 

This Illuminated object was waiting in the clouds and suddenly came out of 

its hiding place and passed over the house. 

 

Sighting Specifics: 

 

Distance    Unknown 

Altitude    Over 500 Feet - Under cloud cover 

Duration    00:45:00 

Features    Dome 

Flight Path    Path with directional change 

Shape    Disc 

This is only the tip of the Saturn-type UFO iceberg; we have numerous other 

examples. 

Coincidentally, while writing this piece for the book my partner Hilary had an 

unusual dream which she told me about as soon as she woke. 

I asked her to recall as much as she could of it… here it is word for word. 

We were outside viewing over the beach; I could see people milling about on 

the sand. 

I remember some kind of building to my right, when all of a sudden someone 

shouted ‘look, a UFO’. 

I immediately retorted when I saw it – ‘that looks like Saturn!’ 

It was a white, slightly flattened ball with a thin flange wrapped around it. 

The object was sizeable. 

I watched as it flew slowly across the sky and out to sea where it descended 

over an island. 

What makes this even more abnormal, despite having a near-photographic 

memory, Hilary rarely has dreams that she can remember clearly; and even 

stranger, she didn’t even know that I was writing this section about unidentified 

flying objects with a Saturn configuration, so I couldn’t have prejudiced her 

dreams! 
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Hil’s quick sketch of her dream 

During the course of my research, I have noted that both UFOs and phantoms 

share common behaviours, namely, their unpredictability, high-strangeness 

aspects and inconsistency. 

There is no rhyme, reason or answer as to when they will appear next; where 

they may appear, how they appear, their very appearance, (the variety of 

nonconforming shapes, their bizarre movements, and features) what they are 

doing and why they come here… nothing!  

It makes little sense to most and fails to conform with our science laws and 

human logic; but then again it must be remembered, with these rule breakers, 

we are not dealing with human beings - are we? 

Aliens, by definition, are not human. 

Where they come from there may be no time, no parameters; either that, or 

because in their subatomic world, what governs our existence, may not or 

doesn’t apply to them at all. 

“While the world we see is in some sense ‘real,’ it is not located at the 

fundamental level of reality.” — Nick Bostrom, Swedish-born philosopher at 

the University of Oxford.  

Nothing from an alternative reality would be straightforward to our way of 

thinking – why would it be? 
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But there is a principle concerning claims about what exists or does not exist… 

a burden of proof.   

I have already provided some, yet more evidence or proof is required that others 

can and should examine before accepting what I say. 

I cannot claim that otherworldly deities exist unless I can back such an 

extraordinary claim. So, on the next pages are some pretty-strong visuals to 

support my assertions… the closest one may ever get to the truth.  

Incredulous? unsure? confused.com? Then you really must see this footage: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m0x3fF0rcXo&ab_channel=beamsinve

stigations1 

 

2015: Daylight Footage of a Silver UFO Over Arizona, U.S. (Stabilized) 
 

It's hard to get a sense of how fast this thing is moving, if at all. 

It would be a lot easier to tell if this is a balloon or not, if we could see its 

movement a little better. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m0x3fF0rcXo&ab_channel=beamsinvestigations1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m0x3fF0rcXo&ab_channel=beamsinvestigations1
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There’s no zoom out, so we can’t determine if it’s floating or going really fast, 

and no reference point to gauge anything. 

Some might say it could be a drone in the shape of a UFO, but come on, that’s 

pushing it for 2015! 

And it's just too easy, (or lazy) to say that this is simply a silver balloon. 

Intriguing or what? 

 

02-11-2004: Best Footage UFO - Mexico City, Mexico, North America 

Emanating through from their world to ours? – another Saturn-type. 

That's all the information we have on this one. 

Admittedly, it is not the best quality of image at only 480p, because this was 

captured on VHS videotape; but we have no doubt that this is 100% legit, and 

for the moment, one would struggle to find any movie footage quite as 

interesting. 

See the full video here: 

http://www.beamsinvestigations.org/1336B02112004estUFOFootageMexicoCit

y.html 

 

http://www.beamsinvestigations.org/1336B02112004estUFOFootageMexicoCity.html
http://www.beamsinvestigations.org/1336B02112004estUFOFootageMexicoCity.html
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But - Who Gives a Damn Anymore? 

People in general, don’t seem to care as much about this subject as they used to.  

 

Abductions and the impossible technology of UFOs are fast becoming blips on 

the human instructive radar. 

 

It is wondered why that is so? 

 

According to the cultural historian Stuart Walton, “belief in UFOs is definitely 

in a state of decline, along with much else that could be classed as paranormal.  

Part of the reason is that the technology for providing documentary evidence of 

such matters is now widely available to everybody with a smartphone, and such 

purported evidence as there is on YouTube looks extremely threadbare.” 

He adds: “It isn't so much that belief can exist without proof; it's that it must 

emphatically avoid proof to remain belief. We are in the process, paradoxically, 

of proving a negative hypothesis with UFOs: there never was any such thing.” 

Well, I disagree with that assessment. 

 

For one thing, from everything I have learned many, (if not all) true UFOs are 

closer to spirits than spacecraft; so, the term ‘technology’ in most cases, should 

not even enter the equation or be used in the same breath when speaking of 

alien abduction. 

 

Secondly, many people in the conspiracy theory community, consider that we 

are being subtly brainwashed into thinking in a certain way, all part of a 

psychological control campaign aimed at hiding this truth about Aliens UFOs.  

 

As testified throughout my narrative, there are those in positions of power who 

do not want you believing you are a free thinker… a unique spiritual person; 

because once you realise this, they no longer have influence over your own 

thoughts.  

Realise this… 100% fully, and they can’t hijack your thoughts 

and peace of mind anymore, something that sadly, they have gotten very good 

at doing. 

And the evidence I am in possession of indicates one thing; that this is a 

conspiracy fact – rather than ‘theory’…. Conspiracy reality.  

 

One of the most intriguing aspects of this all, is the clever word association 

employed by those who influence social attitudes; how certain claims are 
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automatically branded ‘conspiracy theories’, ‘fake news’ or the kind of 

information which would only be taken seriously by the ‘tin foil hat brigade’. 

 

Persons quietly employed by our controllers to do their bidding, (and those 

mimicking what these lackeys say) have been most effective at swaying public 

opinion about UFOs and stop them asking questions. 

 

IR – The Way Forward? 

UFOs are a reality, and everyone needs to fine-tune their way of thinking to that 

fact; but sometimes a helping hand is needed, such as the use of night-vision 

optics which exchange low resolution for high sensitivity… to catch out the 

invisible UFOs. 

Look at this, taken by one of our investigators. 

 

Screen grab taken from video. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tsIHXHxi_5E&feature=emb_logo&ab_

channel=beamsinvestigations1 

Skywatcherscotland October 2014 (Wait and see what appears towards the 

end!) 

Witness statement: 'Infrared Switched on Night vision. What night vision 

actually does is give a high power non-visible light source and then convert it in 

a way we can see it.  

Watch this footage, which was taken in Birkenside, Gorebridge, Midlothian.  

Infrared switched on, some bugs etc. but what the hell is that last thing?  

Your thoughts are welcome.' [End] 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tsIHXHxi_5E&feature=emb_logo&ab_channel=beamsinvestigations1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tsIHXHxi_5E&feature=emb_logo&ab_channel=beamsinvestigations1
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My reply: 

'Using the infrared has paid off big time here: Awesome-looking catch - very 

reminiscent of some of the objects captured by Trevor James Constable - made 

even more remarkable because the object ultimately disappears: I would wager 

that it's most likely operating interdimensionally - either that, or hyper-leaping 

at a speed beyond our comprehension. 

For me it has all of the right characteristics of being a genuine UFO, (which I 

can say with confidence, having seen something similar before myself). How 

much longer can people keep sitting on the fence about this subject?  

Here is your evidence - nearest thing to smoking gun surely, best I've seen for a 

while anyway... a joy to watch. With your permission I would like this to go on 

our main BEAMS site, (via a YT embed), to help preserve for posterity and 

spread the word – Cheers Ken.' 

Thanks to John Gillies - Skwatcherscotland and BEAMS Investigator 

That was then 2014– this is now 2021; trouble is nowadays the military and 

police are increasingly using drones to assist with their searches, which are 

small, quiet, and dim (to the naked eye) aircraft. 

 

Trouble is, the anticollision lighting systems of unmanned aerial vehicles 

(UAV) can oversaturate a camera's infrared sensor. How-so? "One custom UAV 

lighting manufacturer recently announced infrared navigation lights for a major 

UAV defense contractor. Using these lights in 'constant-on' infrared mode 

would make the tail, belly, and wingtips extraordinarily bright in infrared, 

washing out the shape of the aircraft in-between." 

 

"In short," he said, "high-intensity/close-range infrared lights interacting with a 

sensitive infrared camera is the problem - turning an aircraft into a triangular 

blob - rather than the infrared camera being the solution to revealing invisible 

triangles or pyramids zooming about our airspace." 

 

Yet, with John’s footage we see no such saturation – and this obviously is no 

aircraft, (not an earthly one anyway) and this was long before the use of drones 

became so popular… so what the heck is this hovering disc? 

 

Another problem with IR technology I have found, is that most UFOs are 

usually just seen as globules of light – and that is what makes John Gillies 

capture so importance – what we see is a flying discus. 
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Cryptocreatures? 

 

 
 

Watch the video here 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lB9SF-

OlIU8&ab_channel=beamsinvestigations1 

 

16-12-2018: 

Balloon? or Giant Crypto Creature-Type UFO  

Over Mairipora, São Paulo, Brazil 

 

Witness Description: 

 

During a walk in the park, I saw a white sphere in the sky. it was very far away 

or very small, yet it stood out greatly, as the sky was quite blue, with very few 

clouds, and the sphere was white. it was about 10 o'clock in the morning, at the 

time I thought it was strange, but I continued my walk and did not give much 

importance to it. 

 

When I got back to my house at about 1 o'clock, I looked up at the sky again 

and the object was apparently still in the same place. My house is about 3-4 

kilometres from the park where I first saw it. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lB9SF-OlIU8&ab_channel=beamsinvestigations1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lB9SF-OlIU8&ab_channel=beamsinvestigations1
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As I could not identify the object, I photographed sometimes with my camera 

that has a zoom of 50x, in addition also I made a video. my wife also saw the 

object. 

 

I do not know if it could be a weather balloon, I do not have the experience to 

identify, but it seemed to be quite different from the images that I found on the 

internet. 

 

BEAMS Comment: Is this a balloon? or a crypto creature-type UFO? 

 

We would definitely suggest the latter. 

 

Update: 22-12-018: We have since been reliably informed that this certainly is 

not a meteorological balloon. 

 

Also: Just been having another look at the ‘Crypto’ object... noticed similarities 

to the UFO picture below! Too much of a coincidence? 

 

 
 

Next page - 2nd object in comparison picture - full story. 
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Above: Original case image with enlargement inset 
 

Silver Disc UFO Accidentally Captured by Teacher, Dorchester, Dorset, 

UK - November 14, 2004 

 

Summary: 

'A large round-edged object which looked like it had two golden wings.' 

 

Full Witness Description & Details: 

"I was looking across a valley and took a picture, when later I looked the digital 

photographs I could see a rounded edge object with golden wings. It looked a 

bit like a whale." 

 

Personal Background: Teacher 

 

Reported Sighting? Yes 

Reported To: My family 
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Location: Dorchester, Dorset 

Age: 45 

Sighting Time: 11:09:55 

Day/Night: Daytime 

Duration: Seconds 

No. of Witnesses: 1 

Urban or Rural: Rural 

No. of Object(s): Single 

Color of Object(s): Silver but with golden wings 

It certainly not a bird or a plane – too big for a bug, and 2004 is too early for 

this to be a drone. 

Interdimensional Cryptocreatures? 

 

 
Above: Just one of the photos taken by case witness - [there were/are concerns about this 

possibly being some kind of secret military project - hence only 1 release!] 

 

30-04-2019 Superb UFO Crypto Over Panama City Beach, Florida, US 

See the video: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zu2lUI-

2WBo&ab_channel=beamsinvestigations1 

[Submitted 01/10/2019] 

 

Here we have what I think is an aerial crypto creature – potentially from another 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zu2lUI-2WBo&ab_channel=beamsinvestigations1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zu2lUI-2WBo&ab_channel=beamsinvestigations1
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world; but please do come to your own conclusions. 

 

Detailed Witness Description: 

 

I was in a hotel room on the 22nd floor in Panama City Beach Florida. I was 

looking off the balcony west to east towards Tyndall AFB when I spotted what I 

thought was the reflection of something in the air. 

 

I estimated it to be approximately 15 miles away and approximately 20,000 feet. 

I realized the object I was seeing was not moving. 

 

I have 22 years in the US Air Force and have over 2000 hours flying on 

helicopters, so I initially thought I was seeing something hovering, and possibly 

something from the nearby Tyndall AFB. 

 

I began taking photos of it and a short video. 

 

The pictures are a sequential series of about 100 photos and show the object to 

have a lot of movement, but it is not going anywhere. 

 

I used a zoom lens on a new A6000 Sony camera and did not check the photos 

at the time. Later when I downloaded them to my laptop I realized I had 

captured some very extraordinary pictures of something I had never seen 

before. 

 

Over the course of two hours I took photos. 

 

The object appears to be anything from an advanced aircraft with straight lines 

and horizontal stabilizers, to a rocket-shaped object traveling at a very high 

speed, to what appears to be concentric rings of a contrail; and finally, what 

appears to be a huge luminescent stingray or butterfly with straight-line edged 

wings on both sides. 

 

In another series of photos it is obvious the object has made itself to appear 

invisible by reflecting the surrounding blue sky. 

 

When enlarged you can make out the outline of the object. 

 

I have not posted any of these photos yet. I have photos of everything I have 
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mentioned. 

 

I have uploaded the video to YouTube and it can be seen there. 

The single video is broken into parts so it can be seen at normal speed and then 

slowed down and looked at frame by frame. One part can be found on YouTube 

under the title of TR-3B anti-gravity spacecraft or UFO Panama City Beach 

Florida 30 April 2019 video 300 percent zoom. 

 

If it is a secret project, it should not have been flying in the middle of the day 

over Panama City Beach on 30 April 2019. 

 

I have looked extensively and cannot find anything like this online at various 

sites. 

 

My pictures have been seen by personnel in a gov. agency because I did not 

want to show them if they were part of a secret project. They said they were 

"weather balloons"... (of course, that is what they had to say). [End] 

BEAMS site page at this address: 

http://www.beamsinvestigations.org/1441300419StUFOcryptoPanamaCityBeac

hFlorida.html 

Another mind-melting case there, confirming once again the few Quantum 

physics findings we have, which suggest that the material universe is not as it 

first appears. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MA0ltRvFrFY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MA0ltRvFrFY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MA0ltRvFrFY
http://www.beamsinvestigations.org/1441300419StUFOcryptoPanamaCityBeachFlorida.html
http://www.beamsinvestigations.org/1441300419StUFOcryptoPanamaCityBeachFlorida.html
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23-03-2019: 

Organic/Biological Zoomed Image Entity-Type UFO  

Captured Over San Tan Valley, Arizona, US 

Full BEAMS page here: 

http://www.beamsinvestigations.org/1372230319OrganicTypeUFOOverSan

TanValleyArizonaUS.html 

When most people hear the term ‘crypto’, the immediate thing that springs to 

mind is crypto currency; but not to worry, I’m not here to discuss 

inconsequential matters like that. 

There is a broad consensus among academics that cryptozoology is 

a pseudoscience, a claim which is suspicious in itself; because as you can see by 

the amount of photo evidence that we are presenting, vis-à-vis the weirdness of 

UFOs and associated phenomena, nothing could be further from the truth. 

http://www.beamsinvestigations.org/1372230319OrganicTypeUFOOverSanTanValleyArizonaUS.html
http://www.beamsinvestigations.org/1372230319OrganicTypeUFOOverSanTanValleyArizonaUS.html
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Sure, they are ‘concealed’… ‘secret’, which is the literal meaning of ‘crypto’, 

but we know about them, and so too must our scientists; a cover-up must be the 

only answer as to why the general public are not informed about such 

knowledge. 

Trevor James Constable, an early UFO writer, believed that the phenomenon 

was best explained by the presence of enormous amoeba-like animals inhabiting 

earth's atmosphere.  

He called these hypothetical creatures "critters." 

I think that his thesis could very well be correct, albeit for a certain TYPE of 

unidentified; certainly, this does not apply to every single kind of UFO, only 

some. 

He believed that UFOs were biological organisms, he called the supposed 

creatures "critters."  

Inspired by Wilhelm Reich's orgone, Ruth Drown's radionics, Charles Fort's 

writings, and Arthur Conan Doyle's The Horror of the Heights, Constable 

speculated that critters propelled themselves through the air with "'orgonic 

energy,' a force common to all living creatures," and spent most of their time in 

an invisible low-density state that was reflective only to infrared radiation.  

When they increased their density, the animals became visible, and he claimed 

to have taken several photographs of them. 

He thought that "critters" were carnivores and the mutilated animal carcasses 

and unexplained disappearances were evidence that they sometimes preyed on 

humans and livestock. The implementation of radar was theorized to be the 

reason that the critters were being seen more often, as Constable imagined that 

it disturbs them out of hiding. 

Constable wrote a book entitled The Cosmic Pulse of Life in 1975 that outlined 

his ideas. [Wikipedia] Website of Trevor James Constable 

http://trevorjamesconstable.com/ 

If he was right with his thinking, then the presence of enormous amoeba-like 

creatures inhabiting earth's atmosphere is one answer; next, add to that equation 

the multiverse idea of differing vibrations/frequencies; and of course we have 

extraterrestrial visitation, no matter how they arrive. 

http://trevorjamesconstable.com/
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And as already shown, they arrive in all manner of shapes and sizes. 

We can only see what we are tuned into – and that is visible light… and the 

puppets only tell us what suits them about anything worthwhile. 

Have a look at this account I found, written in the 1980's  

Entitled: Schoolmaster Ghost at Russell Avenue, Bedford, Beds, UK 

 

Witness Statement: 

 

“Occasionally at 23 Russell Avenue, Bedford, when I was an infant of 4 years, a 

ghost, (not unpleasant) in the shape of a Schoolmaster wearing a mortar board, 

would appear from the closed, built-in wardrobe in my bedroom and slowly 

walk towards my cot. 

 

I would scream in terror, not so much at the 'ghost' but as an infant... he was not 

my parents, he was no one I knew. 

 

In absolute fright and petrified exhaustion, I would feel myself going down and 

down, as if sinking into the bowels of the earth, as the man leaned over the cot 

rails gazing at me, before vanishing. 

 

Then my Mother would appear, "what on earth are you crying for?" she would 

ask; I continued to sob, too terrified for speech. 

 

This is a memory so vivid, that even today, I know this to be a true story. 
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The Russell Avenue house today 

 

Retired S.R.N. S.C.M.” [End] 

Note the wardrobe again. 

Definitely dimensional – and a portal area I would say. 

I have studied this region in great detail, and know for a fact that a couple of 

important ley alignments pass right through where Russell Avenue is situated; 

these feature at least 4 other sites which have reported the occurrence of 

‘ghostly’ phenomena. 

Now here’s the thing, we already know about the likelihood of alien 

dimensions, and a human afterlife, but it would seem that animals also have a 

spirit – and they too may live-on after physical death in an otherworldly form. 
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Little Joe’s Spirit 
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This is a genuine letter – as received by BEAMS in 2002 
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The Spirit of Mutley 

See this extraordinary video here: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u4IfebwDa0M&ab_channel=beamsinvestig

ations1 

Witness statement: Hi, my dog Mutley died recently, (2014) and we kept 

smelling wet dog and getting orbs on photos in the dining room; then this is 

what I caught on video. 

We had been catching orbs on pictures when the kids were playing near to 

where the dog's basket used to be.  

I caught nothing apart from orbs until I got the smell of wet dog, so 

started using my video camera and recorded this mist. 

 Mutley 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u4IfebwDa0M&ab_channel=beamsinvestigations1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u4IfebwDa0M&ab_channel=beamsinvestigations1
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2007: When Joe and Patty Martinez posed for this photo, they thought they 

were just capturing a happy memory at a friend's 50th anniversary party. 

  

 

Above: Original case image 

  

But when their pictures were developed and slipped into a photo album, they 

realized they'd captured much more than they intended to... 

http://www.beamsinvestigations.org/1140-600x423.jpg
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Photo analysts could not explain the strange image. Joe, who was struggling 

with a severe drug addiction at the time, is convinced the dog-like face was a 

demon. 

One photographic expert, John Davenport of Roach Photo, said the picture did 

not have evidence of tampering. 

 

"It doesn't look like it was double-printed or spliced in," he said. "The grain is 

uniform." 

http://www.beamsinvestigations.org/212-600x463.png
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Now, Joe credits the photo with helping him on his road to recovery. He carries 

the photo in his wallet at all times as a solemn reminder of darker days. 

http://www.beamsinvestigations.org/355-600x450.jpg
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What does the reader make of this eerie photo? 

Source: Facebook 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.beamsinvestigations.org/412-600x419.png
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Captured 12th September 2015 in Historical Ruin at Exeter, Devon, UK 

 

Witness statement. "I managed to photograph what I believe is a medieval-

dressed ghost on the old ruins of Exeter bridge. 
 

 
Above: Original case image 

 

The ghost appears to be that of a medieval man and only the top half of his body 

is visible. 
 

 
Marked 

 

His legs are going through the floor of the old bridge - it is incredible! 

 

http://www.beamsinvestigations.org/1.%20Exeter%20Old%20Bridge%20Ghost%20Original.JPG
http://www.beamsinvestigations.org/2.%20Exeter%20Old%20Bridge%20Ghost%20Marked.JPG
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Enlarged 1 
 

The figure was not visible when I took the photograph.  

 

It’s definitely intriguing. 

 
 

http://www.beamsinvestigations.org/3.%20Exeter%20Old%20Bridge%20Ghost%20Enlarged.JPG
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Enlarged 2 

 

The bridge was built about 1200 AD, when the river was much wider than it is 

today.  

 

Nine of the original 17 or 18 arches still stand, making this one of the most 

substantial survivals of Britain's early medieval bridges. 

 

http://www.beamsinvestigations.org/4.%20Exeter%20Old%20Bridge%20Ghost%20Enlarged%202.JPG
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Highly enlarged 

 

I had never taken a photo of the ruins before so I thought I would shoot some 

photographs of this historic structure. 
 

http://www.beamsinvestigations.org/5.%20Exeter%20Old%20Bridge%20Ghost%20Highly%20Enlarged.JPG
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Contrast adjusted 

 

The ghost only appears in one of the photographs and there was no one on the 

bridge. 

 

Anyway, it is too small to be just a man walking along there. 

 

http://www.beamsinvestigations.org/6.%20Exeter%20Old%20Bridge%20Ghost%20Contrast%20Adjust.jpg
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Detail isolated 
 

If you look at the car on the road behind the bridge and compare the wheel of 

the car to the ghost, you can see that the wheel is the almost the same size as the 

ghost! 
 

http://www.beamsinvestigations.org/7.%20Exeter%20Old%20Bridge%20Ghost%20Isolated.jpg
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Isolated and Enlarged 

 

 
Other side of the bridge - marked 

 

http://www.beamsinvestigations.org/8.%20Exeter%20Old%20Bridge%20Ghost%20Isolated%20Enlarged.jpg
http://www.beamsinvestigations.org/9.%20OTHER%20SIDE%20OF%20BRIDGE.jpg
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Sign 

 

 
Compare 

 

This make no sense as the car is farther away from the camera than the ghost!  

 

Very strange!" © John Mooner 

 

http://www.beamsinvestigations.org/10.%20Sign.jpg
http://www.beamsinvestigations.org/Compare%20the%20wheel%20of%20the%20car%20to%20the%20ghost.JPG
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I should be used to all of this by now, but each time I study such a case, it 

annoys me to think how many people are completely clueless about what is 

going on concerning these visitations from other realms… such is the lack of 

publicity. 

Take the next case - of a humanoid-type entity captured materialising. 

A farmer videoed this through the front window of his car. 

We don’t have a lot of information - all we know is that it was captured in 

America several years back.  

A farmer driving along a dirt road through woodlands, captured this through the 

front window of his car.  

He first witnessed, then proceeded to film, a glowing sphere descending over 

some trees, which began morphing into a light-energy, humanoid form as it 

hovered over the road. 

 

Still taken from video 
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View full video here: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iy_oRrSpb0o&ab_channel=UFOOVE

RLONDON 

It’s blurry, but what else would one expect when trying to record something 

from another world, involving energies and at night too – full HD and crystal 

clear? Naturally not… it is simply a miracle that he secured what he did, 

considering the circumstances. 

 

The dirt road manifestation in the states, kind of reminds me of the above image 

that was picked up on CCTV in 2010 at Angel Lane, Stratford, London, UK – 

especially its colour.   

Independent Analysis: I think it's fair to say that whatever was captured, it 

looks like a plasmic being of some type - its anomalous shape makes it 

impossible to center on any one favoured explanation - but I think it does look 

rather Jinn-like, or maybe an elemental rather than a human 'shade'; it seems 

highly energised with a glow and that inclines me to put this into the Jinni 

bracket. My mentor goes to Indonesia a lot, and he as shown me pics that are of 

Jinn randomly captured and they are in the non-human form; when Jinn fully 

materialise they have a definite form which is somewhat alarming; so these 

could be terrestrial Jinn, elementals -- or simply energy bursts of some kind. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iy_oRrSpb0o&ab_channel=UFOOVERLONDON
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iy_oRrSpb0o&ab_channel=UFOOVERLONDON
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Extracts of Britannica definition = ‘Jinn - treacherous spirits of changing 

shape’; ‘spiritual beings that might be either benevolent or malevolent’; 

‘capable of both visibility and invisibility’ 

It is said that both Jinn and Angels exist parallel to humans, and there are 

interactions between them and mankind; however, we cannot usually see them 

in our narrow, visible light frequency, thus the term of the "unseen."  

All of which begs the question – are some UFOs themselves ‘Jinn’, or Jinn 

controlled? 

The UFO Circus –  

Many Peeing in The Same Pot!  

Look, I won’t mince my words, there are many in our arena who are nothing 

more than egotistical, money-grabbing actors, (some state-level) telling us only 

what we want to hear; while some others are likely to be establishment order 

stooges who are far more knowledgeable than they’re letting on. 

I know this to be fact, because once they are away from the studio, stage, or the 

public, the people who I have met are not the same as you see them while they 

are performing; the big, fake smiles vanish and out comes their real personality. 

Privately or in a bar after a few drinks, certain prominent paranormal 

authors/lecturers have uttered comparable statements; to quote a few, ‘UFOs 

and ghosts are all in the mind’… or they are ‘illusions produced by the brain 

and misidentifications of the eye’… ‘mistaken identity’ and ‘the machinations of 

nutters’. 

I’ve heard this type of thing from some top people in our line of research on 

quite a few occasions, and yet each time inwardly, I never cease to be amazed at 

how they really don’t believe what they preach regarding extraterrestrial 

visitation; and when these charlatans are performing, they are simply going 

through the motions to hide a greater secret. 

The format is a familiar one: Almost every time a TV station chooses to air a 

documentary about unidentified flying object phenomena, they invariably 

plump for the same mix of presenters, clowns, fantasists and a heavy reliance on 

computer generated imagery; the result is what I consider to be a circus 

sideshow. 

Furthermore, whenever a chat programme featuring a UFO witness/witnesses is 

screened, they use a similar system. 
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Nearly always, university lecturers of psychology, and/or authors of peer-

reviewed publications are wheeled in, each paid handsomely to indoctrinate 

viewers with a uniform mantra… that fundamentally, UFOs couldn’t possibly 

exist and that those who claim to see them are untrustworthy. 

 

We’re considered cranks by those running the UFO ‘Circus’, but they will never 

say so to our faces. 

 

From all that I have watched, it is an uneven playing field, witnesses are never 

given long enough airtime to ever challenge these academically trained eye-

rollers, the professional doubters. 

 

Such shows are a waste of time, and the result is that millions of viewers are left 

with a lop-sided view. 

 

Both Hilary and I have stopped appearing on TV; we used to, until we figured 

out what was going on; nowadays, despite still getting the odd invite, we 

politely avoid such entrapments like the plague; we’ve better things to be 

getting on with. 

 

What people aren’t told is this; there is a great deal of evidence that is 

diametrically opposed to the so-called ‘expert’ arguments. 

 

But still the discrediting continues. 

I have even seen it written in articles how our social controllers are now 

beginning to negatively associate people’s belief in anything outside of the box 

with a lower level of education; that, less literate individuals and those living in 

poverty were more likely to believe in UFOs and other such ‘conspiracy 

theories’. 

How dare they! This is pure and utter brainwashing; it scares me how the 

‘flocks’ and ‘herds’, (as they term us) everywhere are now being directed to 

think only as they are told to think. 

Yes, various specialists are lying through their teeth for one reason or another 

and there’s a battle on for our minds! 

Such matters remind me about an incident that happened twenty or so years ago. 
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When I was living in Bedford, Bedfordshire, I contacted a local newspaper there 

‘The Journal’ I believe it was called, to try and drum up some publicity for a 

UFO studies group that we used to hold in nearby Kempton. 

A reporter duly arrived at our meeting place and we showed her some of the 

video evidence that we had at that time. 

Her reply included “this is amazing”, “I’ve hit the jackpot here”, “I’ve never 

seen anything like it before”, and she took plenty of photos from our videos, 

then proceeded to conduct a long interview with me and some of our members. 

I mean, we wouldn’t have received payment for doing this; very rarely did we 

get paid anything, only petrol money expenses perhaps if we had to travel out to 

give a talk; thus, a good story like we provided, with plenty of visuals, should 

have been a no-brainer. 

We kept an eye on the paper; the weeks passed, which turned into months, and 

nothing. 

I wondered what the publication status was of our feature; because, as just 

explained, the impression that I got from this journalist at the time was huge 

excitement; virtually a done deal – a scoop, rare and exclusive material that 

would definitely make fine reading; what was causing the delay? 

Curious, I phoned the paper up, gave the switchboard person my name and 

asked to speak to the reporter in question, and she promptly answered; in 

essence, I was told that she had typed-up a beautiful article, presented to her 

editor, who read it through, only for him to tear up the pages before her eyes, 

saying we can’t print this I’m afraid. 

Even back then, this taught me a valuable lesson; how everything we read or see 

in the media is controlled, manipulated, and reduced by the most powerful 

institutions in journalism. 

And it’s worse now than ever.  

The corporate media continues to censor, and anyone who dares publish 

alternative information is labelled as “fake news” by the ‘fact checkers’; but 

most of the time it’s fact-check-fail. 

Real fact-check: YouTube recently removed several of my videos which 

contained just some of what I’m revealing here - and sent me this polite 
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‘strike notice’: Our team has reviewed your content, and, unfortunately, 

we think that it violates our misinformation policy.  

These are the sort of narrow-minded people we are talking about… so, none of 

what I have written about will exactly be broadcast on the BBC news! 

 

The lunatics are now well-and truly running the proverbial asylum and take 

great joy at sweeping any destabilising disclosures under the carpet: It is a 

global influence situation; we’ve allowed the ’new normal’ to happen by our 

compliance and ignorance. 

 

The world has now been ‘reset’ and corrupted.  

 

In this two-faced, subversion-saturated age, places where real knowledge can be 

revealed by circulators are becoming few and far between. This is the world we 

live in now; question anything and you’re considered an uneducated, ‘tin foil 

hat-wearer; the kind of insults screamed at us by people who have been told 

WHAT to think rather than how to.  

 

Back to the subject at hand. 

 

To be the devil’s advocate, I suppose I can understand from their point of view, 

why nobody should know the truth about the UFO/Alien issue and Paranormal 

worlds. I mean, if humans discover that such intelligences and realms really 

exist, it may pose a religious and philosophical challenge, particularly to 

Christianity,  

 

But it certainly isn’t easy for them to keep on hiding, and near-impossible to 

deny altogether. 

I confess, I haven’t examined every single Holy book, but most that I’ve seen 

speak of some kind of extra-terrestrials; naturally, the figures are often called 

either Angels or Demons; and they aren’t referred to as inhabiting some 

planetary cluster, instead, the implications are commonly that of extra spatial 

dimensions/realms. 

It is likely some of the scholars who contributed to these had contacted genii or 

celestial spirits, (‘lesser divinities’) while ‘in vision’, (or trance) so they knew 

the provenance of what they were communicating with right enough; yet it 

would have been so easy for authors of early sacred writings to have told 

untruths and claimed that these ethereal beings lived on a distant cosmic body… 

perhaps some point of light visible in the night sky; but as a rule, it was 

unworldly terminology that was used about them in the scriptures. 
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Why should this be so? Could it be because they were/are telling the truth? 

Some clues can be found in the few remaining Gnostic writings that have 

survived censorship; these flourished among certain Christian groups in 

the Mediterranean world until about the second century, when the Fathers of the 

early Church denounced them as heresy. 

Efforts to destroy these works proved largely successful, resulting in the 

endurance of only fragments of text by Gnostic theologians. 

Perhaps because orthodox religion had rejected the wisdom component of its 

total revelation - a decision to operate in disguise was made. Precisely because, 

Christianity for example, was defective in the wisdom component, any modality 

which contained it was, ipso facto, ‘heresy’. 

That is why the symbolism and architecture of some pre-reformation cathedrals 

and churches are in fact the equivalent of giant stone pages, not meant for the 

uninitiated to understand, and thus, whose wisdom was shielded from the 

Inquisition.  

Some of these edifices even appear to be based on occult science. 

Rosicrucianism is a spiritual and cultural movement that arose in Europe in the 

early 17th century. 

Alas, as with the Freemasons, their manifestos do not expand on the matter very 

much, but plainly combine references to the Kabbalah, Hermeticism, alchemy, 

and Christian mysticism. 

The shadowy doctrine of this body is "built on esoteric truths of the ancient 

past", which "concealed from the average man, provide insight into nature, 

the physical universe, and the spiritual realm”. 

But there is a problem; I found that such communities are not interested in 

readily sharing their best knowledge with outsiders; that requires a commitment 

to them. 

Right from the start, their introductory monographs only present basic 

Rosicrucian concepts that you can apply in practical ways. One of the first 

things you learn as a Neophyte is that you are a dual being. In addition to your 

five physical senses, you also have a psychic sense. The exercises in their 

introductory lessons are designed to gradually awaken and develop the psychic 

faculty. The topics there which interest me the most are ‘the Illusory Nature of 

Time and Space’ and ‘Spiritual Alchemy’. 
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First Atrium level speaks of the organizing principle of matter and explaining 

the composition and structure of matter and its vibratory nature.  

A collective of semi-secret societies exist whose inner core arguably have far 

more X-knowledge than I hold, the type written about in my book. 

Some are accessible, others not so; The Ancient and Mystical Order Rosæ 

Crucis (AMORC), also known as the Rosicrucian Order, are open to most; but 

beware, spiritual seekers of this fellowship must first of all join-up, pay $150 

annual charge, go through the various elements of their system and have great 

patience to find what they are after. 

The following esoteric orders would also be notable regarding this specialized 

material: The Order of the Knights of the Holy Ghost; The Order of the 

Illuminati; The Order of the Temple; The Order of the Knights of St. John; The 

Order of the Knights of Malta; The Order of the Knights of the Holy Sepulchre; 

The Hidden Church of the Holy Grail; The Order of the Holy Royal Arch of 

Enoch; The Ancient and Primitive Rite of Masonry (33 degrees); The Rite of 

Memphis (97 degrees); The Rite of Mizraim (90 degrees); The Ancient and 

Accepted Scottish Rite of Masonry (33 degrees); The Swedenborgian Rite of 

Masonry and The Order of the Martinists. Sourced from Klooz, David. “Adrift 

on a Sea of Lies”. 

It has to be doubted whether reaching the top of specific enigmatic orders is 

realistic for most members; one would have to tolerate decades of rules and 

nuances to reach a level where the ultimate confirmation might be found; 

alternatively, I’ve heard there are unsanctioned, (and rather ‘drastic’) short cuts. 

"The conscious and intelligent manipulation of the organized habits and 

opinions of the masses is an important element in democratic society.  

Those who manipulate this unseen mechanism of society constitute an invisible 

government which is the true ruling power of our country. We are governed, our 

minds are moulded, our tastes formed, our ideas suggested, largely by men we 

have never heard of… in almost every act of our daily lives, whether in the 

sphere of politics or business, in our social conduct or our ethical thinking, we 

are dominated by the relatively small number of persons… who understand the 

mental processes and social patterns of the masses.  

It is they who pull the wires which control the public mind, who harness old 

social forces and contrive new ways to bind and guide the world.” Edward 

Bernays - nephew of Sigmund Freud.  [End] 
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If you deny the human individual the right to think and question, assess and 

make decisions based on their own judgment and experience, then you are 

creating robots. 

Now hopefully, you’ve studied the images, the footage and read the reports; but 

I am not confident that many will be swayed away from their belief in ET 

entities coming from outer space operating unidentified flying objects. As the 

old saying goes “there’s those who see, those who see when they are shown and 

those who will not see even after they are shown”. I think a large proportion of 

people fall into the last group; as long as Netflix has new films, Starbucks have 

coffee and celebrities have gossip, they have all they need to be happy. 

Despite these fears, I guess it was worth trying to protect at least a few readers 

from any attempted mainstream manipulation of their consciousness.  

 

There is Hope – Even for Sceptics! 

 

 

2014: Michael Shermer, 

Skeptic’s Society Founder, Rattled After Witnessing A Paranormal Event 

Himself! 

Michael Shermer is a well-respected man amongst his community. He is the 

founding Publisher of Skeptic magazine, a monthly columnist for Scientific 

American, a regular contributor to Time.com, and Presidential Fellow at 

Chapman University. He is very sceptical and scientific by nature and until now 

had never had a supernatural or paranormal experience. 

“I just witnessed an event so mysterious that it shook my scepticism.” Michael 

Shermer 
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A shift in perspective. 

In his 2006 TED talk, we see a very sceptical and almost condescending 

Shermer. Nonetheless his talk is certainly an interesting one and well worth 

watching. Although much of the time he pokes fun at “odd” theories, he makes 

some good points about how we choose to see and hear things and form beliefs 

as a result. 

On an observational level it is still interesting to hear someone, who clearly has 

a bias towards certain subjects, call out others who have bias in an attempt to 

explain why we believe weird things. For example, he pokes fun at something 

like UFO’s and aliens stating “it’s very likely they are not real.” He does this in 

a manner that some sceptics do where they use words to divert from the 

evidence and call upon the more ridiculous claims in an attempt to debunk the 

entire phenomenon. Perhaps he hasn’t seen the abundant evidence that exists 

including declassified government documents on the subject? 

Either way the point here is simply that from a standpoint of discovery, sticking 

true to the scientific method is important in all cases when we’re looking for 

external validation of an idea.  

Leaving bias or methodology to prove a point by finding the obscenest 

examples of a theory out of the equation is the best bet. Being sceptical is OK, 

but being a sceptic in true form does not mean being closed minded, it simply 

means being open to questioning and exploring new ideas without simply 

believing it. 

From his talk I can see why so many sceptics are not humble in their beliefs and 

often feel superior to others who don’t share the same beliefs. It almost seems to 

be ‘sceptic culture.’ But given his latest experience, perhaps Michael will have 

an entirely different view towards some of the claims others have made during 

his career? 

His Recent Supernatural Experience 

Here’s his story as he wrote in an article entitled “Infrequencies”. It was also 

published in Scientific American. 

“The event took place on June 25, 2014. On that day I married Jennifer Graf, 

from Köln, Germany. She had been raised by her mom; her grandfather, Walter, 

was the closest father figure she had growing up, but he died when she was 16.  

In shipping her belongings to my home before the wedding, most of the boxes 

were damaged and several precious heirlooms lost, including her grandfather’s 

binoculars. His 1978 Philips 070 transistor radio arrived safely, so I set out to 
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bring it back to life after decades of muteness. I put in new batteries and opened 

it up to see if there were any loose connections to solder. I even tried 

“percussive maintenance,” said to work on such devices - smacking it sharply 

against a hard surface. Silence. We gave up and put it at the back of a desk 

drawer in our bedroom. 

Three months later, after affixing the necessary signatures to our marriage 

license at the Beverly Hills courthouse, we returned home, and in the presence 

of my family said our vows and exchanged rings. Being 9,000 kilometres from 

family, friends and home, Jennifer was feeling amiss and lonely. She wished her 

grandfather were there to give her away.  

She whispered that she wanted to say something to me alone, so we excused 

ourselves to the back of the house where we could hear music playing in the 

bedroom. We don’t have a music system there, so we searched for laptops and 

iPhones and even opened the back door to check if the neighbours were playing 

music. We followed the sound to the printer on the desk, wondering - absurdly -

if this combined printer/scanner/fax machine also included a radio. Nope. 

At that moment Jennifer shot me a look I haven’t seen since the supernatural 

thriller The Exorcist startled audiences. “That can’t be what I think it is, can it?” 

she said. She opened the desk drawer and pulled out her grandfather’s transistor 

radio, out of which a romantic love song wafted. We sat in stunned silence for 

minutes. “My grandfather is here with us,” Jennifer said, tearfully. “I’m not 

alone.” 

Shortly thereafter we returned to our guests with the radio playing as I 

recounted the backstory. My daughter, Devin, who came out of her bedroom 

just before the ceremony began, added, “I heard the music coming from your 

room just as you were about to start.” The odd thing is that we were there 

getting ready just minutes before that time, sans music. 

Later that night we fell asleep to the sound of classical music emanating from 

Walter’s radio. Fittingly, it stopped working the next day and has remained 

silent ever since.” 

How We Can Relate to Others 

Given Michael can say he now has first-hand experience of something 

supernatural that he cannot explain or simply set aside with some “logical” 

explanation, it’s quite possible he can now better relate to people who truly 

deeply and completely believe something unexplainable that they have 

experienced.  
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Even in his latest 2010 TED talk, Michael still felt that believing in alien 

abductions was absurd, but what about those who claim to have experienced it?  

What would they say to that? Is it fair to say all who have claimed it are simply 

crazy? 

It’s sometimes very easy for us to discredit, set aside or be sceptical of 

experiences we didn’t have, yet others had. It’s almost become “cool” and 

“intelligent” to simply come up with a logical explanation even when it doesn’t 

truly explain what happened.  

Nonetheless, it’s OK to be sceptical, we simply need to keep our ego in check at 

the same time and keep an open mind to the fact that putting a logical 

explanation on something doesn’t prove it false or incorrect. When we do this 

we simply close off a lot of possibility vs truly exploring it. 

I think it’s powerful that Michael has had this experience and I also feel it’s a 

timely one. I believe we are in the midst of something huge here on earth. I feel 

we are experiencing a shift in global consciousness that will transform the way 

we view many facets of our lives. Although this view has been somewhat 

perverted and misunderstood by belief systems and mismanaged movements, 

(new-age) I feel it has a lot of validity and this can be seen both scientifically 

and through direct experience. I talk about this in my TEDx talk. 

Interestingly, Shermer finished his piece off with something very important. 

“The emotional interpretations of such anomalous events grant them 

significance regardless of their causal account. And if we are to take seriously 

the scientific credo to keep an open mind and remain agnostic when the 

evidence is indecisive or the riddle unsolved, we should not shut the doors of 

perception when they may be opened to us to marvel in the mysterious.” 

Although it didn’t come with some backlash already from a commenter; 

“Michael, 

I was embarrassed to read your concluding paragraph. What are we to keep an 

open mind about? That Jennifer’s dead grandfather maybe fixed the radio? Did 

he even know how to fix radios? Wouldn’t there be an easier way for the dead 

to communicate with the living? It would be mildly interesting to have an 

electronics expert determine exactly what is wrong with the radio. 

Regards - Mark”  

Embarrassed? Because suddenly one of the biggest sceptics in the world is open 

to the possibility that there is more to life than just what we can measure? [End] 
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Joining all the dots together, the impression I get with many aspects of the 

paranormal is, we are looking at subatomic levels/creations as the prime answer; 

and I think those whose job it would be to keep such matters quiet and swerve 

attention away from initiate studies, have been sufficiently identified… the best 

we are able. 

 

It is becoming ever more apparent that our authorities and their workhorses are 

keeping us subjugated; everything we think we know about reality is flawed. 

 

All of us are educationally programmed at school, then programmed again by 

propaganda in the adult world; the two seamlessly overlap.  

 

Practically from cradle to grave, humans are all numbered like cattle, 

brainwashed, enslaved, categorised and organized; any free time we have left is 

taken up with ‘fillers’ to distract us from the truth and map out our time; there is 

sport, exercise, television ‘soaps’ and ‘reality’ shows; then there’s broadband; 

we have texting on our iPhones, computer games too, sleep tracking apps and 

facial recognition CCTV cameras watching practically our every move! well, 

whoopee-do!  

 

Our life revolves around such distractions and most now think it ‘normal’! 

 

Having said all of that, some are beginning to rebel against the piper - and have 

stopped following his entrancing tune altogether; our numbers might be small 

by comparison, but there are those of us who are now educating our hearts and 

brains, that it’s time to wake up and raise awareness about what is going on!  

 

Anyway, enough of my sermon; I hope the reader has found at least a little bit 

of interest in what I have revealed; a stepping-stone to something better maybe? 

 

Some of you may even identify with certain aspects in what they have 

experienced themselves; if so, then please feel free to contact me at 

beamsinvestigations@sky.com where I am always happy to hear from the like-

minded.  

 

For others who have opposing views and/or may scoff at what I have written, all 

I can say is this… we are each entitled to our opinions, but when it comes down 

to it, no amount of recorded paranormal evidence or testimony is ever going to 

suffice for the cynic; not until something of this nature happens to them – as it 

did for Michael Shermer. 

 

 

 

mailto:beamsinvestigations@sky.com
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Article 19 of The United Nations Universal Declaration of Human Rights: 

 

"Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and expression: this right 

includes freedom to hold opinions without interference, and to seek, receive, 

and impart information and ideas through any media, and regardless of 

frontiers." 

This book is virtually non-profit and was created for educational purposes:  

Cited images text and pictures are used under the Fair Use Interpretation of 

Copywrite Laws. All others are used by permission. 

[It is generally acknowledged by investigators that the testimonies of alien 

abductees, sometimes given years after their ordeal, might be sanitized versions. 

Those who have been abducted might not wish to reveal the complete details of 

what they have been through, because they don’t want their children and 

grandchildren to fully know what has happened to them.] 

“We are fast approaching the stage of the ultimate inversion: the stage where 

the government is free to do anything it pleases, while the citizens may act only 

by permission; which is the stage of the darkest periods of human history, the 

stage of rule by brute force.” 

Ayn Rand - [O.S. January 20] 1905 – March 6, 1982) was a Russian-American 

writer and philosopher.  
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Final words regarding state ‘net’ censorship/ liberty /freedom of speech. 

While censorship efforts generally start small, if the current trend continues they 

could eventually have big implications in a world that is increasingly dependent 

on the internet for essential information needs. 

Look out for the following warning notices appearing on your screens, as 

evermore, the global internet is AI-patrolled, regulated, and government-backed 

institutions monitor the browsing habits of citizens. 

“This site can’t be reached.” 

Sorry, we can't find that page. 

“Check the URL for spelling errors. 

Please contact us if you believe this page is missing.” 

Your personal data that may be used. 

• Information about your device and internet connection, including your IP 

address 

• Browsing and search activity while using Verizon Media websites and 

apps 

• Precise location 

Access Denied. 

You don't have permission to access "whatever" on this server. 

Some results may have been removed under data protection law in Europe. 

“This video has been blocked in some countries and/or regions.” 

This page no longer exists. 

“PAGE NOT FOUND” 

“sorry, there is nothing here”. Internal Server Error 

 

We received a request to have this video deleted.  

“Sorry, the page is unaccessible”.  Connection refused. 

The resource you are looking for has been removed, had its name changed, 

or is temporarily unavailable.” 
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